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Abstract
Hilbert proposed the epsilon substitution method as a basis for consistency proofs. Hilbert’s
Ansatz for 2nding a solving substitution for any given 2nite set of trans2nite axioms is, starting
with the null substitution S0, to correct false values step by step and thereby generate the process
S0; S1; : : : . The problem is to show that the approximating process terminates. After Gentzen’s
innovation, Ackermann (Maths. Ann. 117 (1940) 162) succeeded to prove termination of the
process for 2rst order arithmetic.
Inspired by G. Mints (draft June 1, 2000) as an Ariadne’s thread we formulate the epsilon
substitution method for the theory ID1(01 ∨ 01) of non-iterated inductive de2nitions for disjunc-
tions of simply universal and existential operators, and give a termination proof of the H-process
based on Ackermann (Maths. Ann. 117 (1940) 162). The termination proof is based on trans2nite
induction up to the Howard ordinal.
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1. Epsilon substitution method
An epsilon term x:F[x] denotes some x satisfying F[x] if such an x exists. Other-
wise it denotes an arbitrary object. This is codifyed in Hilbert’s trans2nite axiom:
F[t]→ F[x:F]:
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Quanti2ed formulas ∃ xF(x) and ∀xF(x) are replaced by their epsilon translations
[∃ xF(x)]≡F(x:F(x)) and [∀xF(x)]≡F(x:¬F(x)), resp. Then 2rst-order logic
can be understood in terms of propositional reasoning involving epsilon terms. In order
to show consistency, it suFces to 2nd, given any 2nite set of trans2nite axioms, a
substitution (solution) which assigns numerical values to epsilon terms under which all
the axioms are true.
Hilbert’s Ansatz for 2nding a solution S is, starting with the null substitution S0
which assigns zero for any epsilon terms, to approximate S by correcting false values
step by step and thereby generate the process S0; S1; : : : . The problem is to show that
the approximating process terminates.
Let T be a theory, and T denote an epsilon counter-part of T .
Symbols are divided into two categories: real ones and ideal ones. We assume that
any real symbol is computable. For example the boolean connectives ∨; → are real
symbols. Assume that any function symbol in T corresponds to a computable function.
Thus a term-forming symbol is ideal iH it is . Some predicate symbols in T may be
ideal.
By an expression we mean a term or a formula in T. An expression pe1 · · · en is
ideal iH the symbol p is ideal.
An epsilon substitution S is a 2nite function assigning values |e|S of ideal expressions
e. For example |x:F |S is a natural number for the 2rst order arithmetic -term x:F .
When the theory T axiomatises ideal predicates n∈ I on !, S assigns a boolean value
{⊥;} to the atomic sentence n∈ I . Speci2cally the domain of S, denoted dom(S)
is a 2nite set of canonical expressions. An ideal expression e is canonical if it is
closed and contains no canonical proper subexpression (and is irreducible with respect
to the computations of real symbols). Namely a canonical expression is a minimal
ideal expression.
In general T is a many sorted-theory. The sort of natural numbers is denoted N, the
sort of boolean values (formulas) B, etc. (e) denotes the sort of an expression e. V ()
denotes the intended universe of sort . We assume that, for each sort , V () endows
a wellfounded relation ¡ with the least element 0. For example ¡N is the natural
ordering on !=V (N), and 0B =⊥¡B on V (B) = {⊥;}.
For a canonical expression e not in dom(S) we set |e|S := 0(e). e ,→S e′ designates
that an expression e reduces to another expression e′ under S by substituting the values
for canonical subexpressions in e. We see that any expression e reduces to a unique
irreducible form e ,→S |e|S .
The truth value of a sentence (in T) under S is truth-functionally calculated from
the values of epsilon terms and the truth values of atomic sentences.
A critical formula is an axiom codifying a meaning of an ideal symbol.
A substitution S is said to be correct if S assigns values in accordance with the
intended meanings of ideal symbols, which are codifyed in critical formulas.
Let Cr= {Cr0; : : : ; CrN} be a 2xed 2nite sequence of closed critical formulas.
S is solving if S validates any critical formula in Cr, ∀F ∈Cr[F ,→S ]. Otherwise
S is nonsolving.
Now let P be a proof in T in which no free variable occurs, and consider the case
when Cr is the set of all (closed) critical formulas occurring as axioms in P. Assume
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S is solving. Then we see that A ,→S  for any formula A in P. Therefore S validates
the endformula of P. Thus the existence of a solving substitution for any 2nite set of
critical formulas yields the 1-consistency of T .
Given the sequence Cr we de2ne a sequence S0(= ∅); S1; : : : of substitutions, called
the H-process (for Cr) so that
(1) The sequence S0; S1; : : : is recursive.
(2) Each Si is correct.
(3) The process S0; S1; : : : terminates in a 2nite number of steps reaching to a solving
substitution Sn.
Furthermore if termination follows from trans2nite induction up to the proof-theoretic
ordinal |T | of T , then the H-process S0; S1; : : : is said to be adequate.
The H-step associates the next step Sn+1 to Sn in the H-process. In the epsilon
substitution method for predicative theories the next step Sn+1 depends only on the
previous one Sn. However Sn+1 may depend on the whole process S0; : : : ; Sn leading
to Sn for impredicative theories.
An adequate H-process yields the 1-consistency RFN01 (T ) of T . Epsilon substitution
methods prove also arithmetical soundness RFN0n(T ). For example let T ∃ x∀yB(x; y)
with a recursive B, and assume ∀x ∃y¬B(x; y). Let f be the Skolem function f(x) :=
min{y∈! : ¬B(x; y)}. Then T (f)∃ xB(x; f(x)) for the extended theory T (f) ob-
tained from T by adding a unary function symbol f. Applying the method, we get
a witness n such that B(n; f(n)) contradicting the assumption. Hence ∃ x∀yB(x; y)
must be true. Here we need (a 2nite amount of) values of the function f to compute
|e|S , and hence the correctness and the process S0; S1; : : : are recursive in f. Therefore
these are no longer recursive. Anyway RFN0n(T ) follows from trans2nite induction
up to |T |.
Each H-process for 2nite sets Cr of critical formulas provides a solution S for Cr.
Let e[x] denote an ideal expression obtained from an expression e[t] occurring in Cr
with a closed term t. Let  be the sort of e. Informally e[x] denotes a function of
type !=V (N)→V (). Under S the ideal expression e[x] is interpreted as a function
eS : n → |e[n]|S with a 8nite support. Namely the set {n∈! : eS(n) = 0} is 2nite. For
example a unary ideal predicate x∈ I on ! represents a 2nite set of natural numbers.
Thus 2nitary objects are substituted for ideal concepts occurring in (formal) proofs.
Note that this does not provide a model of, e.g., Skolemized arithmetic since 2nitary
objects (given by solving substitutions) depend on proofs, i.e., on 2nite sets of crit-
ical formulas occurring in them. In this way epsilon substitution method (henceforce
abbreviated by e-sub method) realizes or is closer to Hilbert’s idea to eliminate ideal
concepts as a 2gure of speech from (formal) proofs of real propositions.
Although the method has this merit, cut elimination (abbreviated c.e.) has been the
dominant approach to ordinal analysis. I do not think that the dominance is due to the
complicatedness of the e-sub method.
The epsilon translations of quanti2ed formulas become rapidly unreadable and un-
manageable. However we should not confuse the actual complicatedness of the trans-
lation and a theoretical one of the method. I suppose that the method is manageable as
c.e. In fact Ackermann’s proof [1] and Section 2 of this paper spend only few pages.
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Some might say the same occurs in Gentzen’s or SchNutte’s proofs, but I have to note
that “provided that you have already acquired sequent calculi”.
I prefer c.e. to the e-sub method since for me (rewritings on) 2nite proof 2gures are
the only source of getting inspirations in designing ordinal notation systems. I cannot
expect that the e-sub method might preceed c.e. in ordinal analysis of yet unanalyzed
higher set theory.
Gentzen’s celebrated result on 2rst order arithmetic and the ordinal ”0 still fascinates
researchers. So it is natural for us to reprove interesting results by diHerent methods
for gaining better insight. Sometimes one can understand a result only after one has
reproved it by oneself. One can ask: What is the roˆle of operations on notation systems,
say the exponential !!, in diHerent approaches?
There are several problems on the epsilon substitution method provided that the
method in itself is worth being investigated. For example let S(Cr)= Sn denote the
last term of the H-process for sequences Cr of critical formulas. S(Cr) is a solution for
Cr. Then what happens for the solutions S(Cr) when we vary Cr? Is S(Cr) monotonic
in some sense in Cr?
1.1. Epsilon substitution method for ID1
Let P be a unary predicate in ID1 for the least 2xed point of a positive A[X; x]. In an
-counter part ID1, P is replaced by I¡#, where I¡$ ($6#) denotes the stages of the
inductive de2nition. An -substitution S substitutes natural numbers for -terms x:F ,
countable ordinals for $:F , and boolean values for formulas n∈ I $; n∈ I¡$ ($¡#) and
n∈ I¡#.
We assume that S computes boolean values monotonically. Namely n∈ I¡$ ,→S 
iH n∈ I % ,→S  for some %¡$6#.
There is an obstacle to formulate H-steps for ID1: to 2nd a correct H-step for
the closure axiom (Cl) A[I¡#; n]→ n∈ I¡#. For simplicity let us assume that the
positive operator A[I¡$; x] de2ning I¡# is a purely universal one ∀yB[I¡$; x; y] for
a quanti2er-free B. Then its -counter part A[I¡$; x] is B[I¡$; x; y:¬B[I¡$; x; y]].
Suppose that the axiom Cr(S) to be corrected at an -substitution S is a (Cl)
A[I¡#; nS ]→ nS ∈ I¡#: A[I¡#; nS ] ,→S  & nS ∈ I¡# ,→S ⊥. First by monotonic-
ity of ,→S ; ∀$¡#[(nS ∈ I $;) =∈ S]. Second by correctness y:¬B[I¡#; nS ; y] receives
the default value 0. Hence B[I¡#; nS ; 0] ,→S .
The next substitution H(S) is determined by a countable ordinal $ called H-ordinal
of S as follows: H(S) := S6r ∪{(nS ∈ I $;)} with a rank r= rk(nS ∈ I $)¿rk(A[I¡$;
nS ]). For the correctness of H(S) we have to choose $ so that A[I¡$; nS ] ,→S . This
is certainly true if B[I¡$; nS ; 0] ,→S  and y:¬B[I¡$; nS ; y] ,→S 0. If S is 2nite, then
we can 2nd such a $.
Nevertheless there may be several ordinals % refuting A[I¡%; n] for some n. Namely
y:¬B[I¡%; n; y] receives a non-default value under S. This means that B[I¡%; n; m] ,→S
⊥ for the value m of y:¬B[I¡%; n; y]. Namely A[I¡%; n] ,→S ⊥ and n∈ I % ,→S ⊥.
Therefore the H-ordinal $ has to be diHerent from these ordinals % if n= nS .
The only place at which a countable ordinal % enters in the computations in the H-
process is the step for (Cl) as the H-ordinal. Let T be a preceeding substitution whose
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H-ordinal is %, and let U be an intermediate substitution such that y:|¬B[I¡%; n; y]|U
∈dom(U ) for the 2rst time, where |¬B[I¡%; n; y]|U denotes the formula obtained from
¬B[I¡%; n; y] by replacing subformulas t ∈ I¡% by the boolean values {⊥;} under U
for closed terms t. We have A[I¡#; nT ] ,→T  & nT ∈ I¡# ,→T ⊥ for an nT .
The H-ordinal of S is determined from a consecutive part S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) leading to
S = Sk in the H-process, called the history of S. The 2rst one S0 is de2ned to be the
last one such that its rank rk(S0) is countable.
If nT = nS , then this means that the histories T˜ ; S˜ of S; T , resp. are diHerent. Hence
% = $.
Suppose nT = nS . Then the histories T˜ ; S˜ can be the same, and hence %= $. Therefore
it must be the case that ¬(n= nT = nS), i.e, nT = n⇒ n = nS .
Now if we have A[I¡%; n] ,→U ⊥ under a substitution U such that rk(U )6rk(A
[I¡%; n]), then we also have A[I¡#; n] ,→U ⊥ since rk(A[I¡%; n])¡rk(m∈ I +) for
any +¿% and any m. Hence we can put (y:|¬B[I¡#; n; y]|U ; m) in U with the value
m of y:¬B[I¡%; n; y] under U consistently. Namely the added U is still correct:
in the H-step for an -term y:¬B[I¡%; n; y] we throw not only the term but also
y:¬B[I¡#; n; y] in the domain of the next substitution if n= nT for the substitution T
whose H-ordinal is %. In this way we carry negative informations y:¬B[I¡#; n; y] ↓,
i.e., ¬A[I¡#; n] along the H-process up to the step S introducing $. Then y:|¬B[I¡#;
n; y]|U ∈dom(S), i.e., A[I¡#; n] ,→S ⊥. Therefore n = nS if n= nT as desired. Cf.
subsection 10.1.
Let us mention the contents of the paper.
Since our method for ID1 is derived from Ackermann [1], we give a sketch of the
epsilon substitution method for the 2rst order arithmetic PA in Section 2. Sections 3–8
are preparatory ones.
In these sections the system ID1(01 ∨01), a notation system O(#) of ordinals, the
-counter part ID1, computations with -substitutions, rank functions and correctness of
-substitutions are de2ned and elementary facts are established. These basic materials
on -substitutions are, with slight modi2cations, an adaptation from [5] in which elegant
reformulations of [1] are given.
Section 9 consists of eight subsections. First we give a suFcient condition for the
correctness of H-ordinals, cf. Section 1.1 and Lemma 9.5. In Section 9.1 we examine
what ordinals come in the computations under substitutions. In Section 9.2 we 2rst
associate ordinals ind(S); ind#(S)¡#! (indices of S) relative to a 2xed sequence of
critical formulas, and then the relation T  S between -substitutions T; S that T is
gegen9uber S progressiv in [1] is modi2ed to T # S so that irrelevant parts in comput-
ing indices are deleted. In Section 9.3 we give an ordinal interpretation o(S˜; $) ($¿#)
of consecutive series S˜ of -substitutions in the H-process. Using the ordinal interpre-
tation, the H-ordinal is de2ned in Section 9.4. Also we prove a crucial Lemma 9.18,
which says that H-ordinals depend only on indices of their histories, cf. Section 1.1.
The H-step H#(S) and the H-process are de2ned in Section 9.5. The next step H#(S)
to S depends on the whole process generating S. In Section 9.6 some elementary facts
on the H-process are established. In Section 9.7 we examine what happens in the next
steps H#(T );H#(S) to -substitutions T; S when T # S. In Section 9.8 a relation
T˜ ≺ S˜ between consecutive series T˜ ; S˜ in the H-process is de2ned as in [1,3]. Then the
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ordinal interpretation o(S˜; $) with uncountable bases $ is easily seen to be sound, i.e.,
T˜ ≺ S˜⇒ o(T˜ ; $)¡o(S˜; $).
Section 10 consists of two subsections. In Section 10.1 the correctness of H-ordinals
is shown. Namely the next step H#(S) to an -substitution S is correct when S corrects
an axiom (Cl). In Section 10.2 consecutive sections T˜ ; S˜ are shown to be in the relation
T˜ ≺ S˜ under a mild condition.
Finally in Section 11 we 2rst de2ne an ordinal interpretation o(S˜; $) ($¡#) with
countable bases $, and using the interpretation we conclude our termination proof of
the H-process.
2. The rst order arithmetic: Ackermann [1]
In this section we give a sketch of an epsilon substitution method for the 2rst order
arithmetic PA, which is slightly modi2ed from Ackermann [1].
2.1. H-process for the 8rst order arithmetic
Let L(PA) denote a language of the 2rst order arithmetic PA. L(PA) includes some
computable function symbols and the relation symbol ¡(≡¡N).
Axioms of PA are axioms for computable functions and the well ordering ¡:
(Lin) The axiom stating that ¡ is a linear ordering. The axiom implies the fact
∀x∀y¬(x ¡ y ¡ x) (1)
(WF) Trans2nite induction schema for any formula F ∈L(PA):
∀x[∀y ¡ xF(y)→ F(x)]→ ∀xF(x):
In the language L(PA) of PA,  is the only ideal symbol.
Critical formulas are of the form
() F[t]→ x:F[x]6 t ∧ F[x:F[x]]
where x6y :⇔ (x¡y∨ x=y).
Proposition 2.1. PA is an extension of PA: PAF⇒PAF.
Proof. Suppose informally ∃ xF(x). Let x := xF(x). Then by the axiom (critical for-
mula) (), F(x) and ∀y[F(y)→ x6y], i.e., ∀y[x 6y→¬F(y)]. On the other hand we
have y¡x→ x 6y by (1). Thus F(x)∧∀y¡x¬F(y) for x= xF(x).
Let A be a closed critical formula F[t]→ x:F[x]6t ∧F[x:F[x]] such that A ,→S ⊥.
This means that |F |S [n] ,→S , and |F |S [x|F |S ] ,→S ⇒|x|F |S |S¿n with n= |t|S .
A substitution S is correct iH F[n]∧¬F[0] ,→S  for any (x:F[x]; n)∈ S. In par-
ticular (e; 0) =∈ S for any correct S.
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The rank rk(e) of an expression e measures nesting of bound variables in e, and is
de2ned so that the following holds, cf. [3,7]:
Lemma 2.2 (The rank lemma I).
(1) e ,→1S e′⇒ rk(e′)6rk(e).
(2) If xF is canonical, then rk(F[n])¡rk(xF) for each numeral n.
(3) All subexpressions of an expression e have ranks 6rk(e).
(4) rk(pe1 · · · en)= max{rk(ei) : i6n} for any real symbol p ≡ .
Obviously rk(e)¡! suFces for expressions e in L(PA).
Denition 2.3. rk(S) := max({rk(e): e∈dom(S)}∪ {0}).
The de2nition rk(S) of the rank of substitutions S will be changed for impredicative
theories.
Denition 2.4 (Truncation to a given rank). For each -substitution S and an ordinal
r we set S6r := {(e; u)∈ S : rk(e)6r}. Analogously we de2ne S¿r ; S¡r; S¿r .
Lemma 2.5. If S; S ′ are -substitutions with S6r = S ′6r , then |e|S = |e|S′ holds for all
expressions e of rank 6r.
Let Cr= {CrI : I6N} be a 2xed sequence of closed critical formulas.
Denition 2.6. H-expression and H-value.
Let S be a nonsolving -substitution.
(1) For each I6N let eSI denote the -term x|F |S and t SI the closed term t if CrI is
a critical formula () F[t]→ x:F[x]6t ∧F[x:F[x]].
(2) Set r SI = rk(e
S
I ) and v
S
I = |t SI |S .
(3) I(S)6N denotes the number I such that
CrI ,→S ⊥ & ∀J 6 N [CrJ ,→S ⊥ ⇒ rSI ¡ rSJ ∨ (rSI = rSJ & I 6 J )]
(4) Cr(S) :=CrI(S) and rS := rSI(S).
(5) eS := eSI(S) is called the H-expression of S.
(6) The H-value vS := vSI(S) of S.
Denition 2.7. If S is nonsolving, then
H (S) := S¡rS ∪ {(f; u) ∈ S : rk(f) = rS & f ≡ eS} ∪ {(eS ; vS)}:
Note that rk(H(S))= rS .
First the correctness of H(S) follows from Lemmas 2.2(2) and 2.5 provided that S
is correct.
Second the higher-rank part S¿rS is discarded in H(S) since if x:F[x; y] is subor-
dinate to another y:G[y] and (y:G[y]; m)∈ S with eS ≡ x:F[x; m], then G[m] ,→S 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but it may happen G[m] ,→H(S)⊥ because of the change of values of x:F[x; m] under
S and H(S).
Remark 1. De2nition 2.7 of I(S) is due to Ackermann [1]. For the termination proof
by Ackermann Lemma 2.12(2) below is a crux, cf. [4, p. 1194].
In general, for a number I6N let H (S; I) denote the substitution obtained from a
nonsolving and correct S by correcting the value of eSI with a CrI ,→S ⊥:
H (S; I) := S¡rSI ∪ {(f; u) ∈ S : rk(f) = rSI & f ≡ eSI } ∪ {(eSI ; vSI )}:
Then H (S; I) is also correct.
We could alter the next steps H (S; I) as long as Lemma 2.12(2) below holds. We
see that resulting process terminates. For example we could set I(S)= min{I6N :
CrI ,→S ⊥}.
The H-process (for a 2xed sequence Cr) is de2ned as follows:
S0 = ∅; Sn+1 = if Sn is nonsolving H(Sn) else ∅
The H-process terminates iH there exists an n such that Sn is solving.
2.2. Termination proof
Denition 2.8. Ackermann ordering x¡Ay and ‖x‖A.
Let x; y∈V () for a sort ∈{N;B}. Then de2ne an ordering x¡Ay (Ackermann
ordering) by
x ¡A y :⇔ [x = 0 & y = 0] ∨ [x; y = 0 & x ¡ y]
and
x 6A y :⇔ x ¡A y ∨ x = y:
Thus 0() is the largest element in (V ();¡A). For x∈V () let ‖x‖A denote the order
type of x in the ordering ¡A:
(1) =N: Then ‖n‖A = n− 1 if n¿0, and ‖0‖A =!.
(2) =B: Then ‖‖A =0, while ‖⊥‖A =1.
Observe that 0 = vS¡A|eS |S for nonsolving S. In particular (eS ; vS) =∈ S.
Consider the case when Cr(S) is F[t]→ x:F[x]6t ∧F[x:F[x]]. Then F[vS ] ,→S .
If eS ≡ x:|F |S =∈dom(S), then F[vS ]∧¬F[0] ,→S  since 0 is the least element. Other-
wise let w := |x:F |S . By the correctness of S we have 0 = v¡w.
The relation T  S that T is gegen9uber S progressiv in [1] is weakened as
follows.
Denition 2.9. T A S :⇔ ∀(e; u) ∈ S∃(e; v) ∈ T [v6A u]
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Lemma 2.10. (1) S¡r ⊆H(S) and H(S) A S6r for r= rk(H(S)).
(2) If S is correct, then so is H(S).
We associate an ordinal ind(S)¡!! (index of S) relative to a 2xed sequence Cr
of critical formulas.
Cl(Cr) denotes the set of closed -terms occurring in the set Cr. Let NCr := #Cl(Cr)
(= the cardinality of the set Cl(Cr)). NCr is less than or equal to the total number
of occurrences of the symbol  in the set Cr.
Denition 2.11. (1) For an e∈Cl(Cr) put
’(e; S) := ‖v‖A for v = |e|S :
(2) We arrange the set Cl(Cr) of cardinality NCr as follows: Cl(Cr)= {ei: i¡NCr}
where
ej is a closed subexpression of ei ⇒ j¿i (2)
(3) ind(S)=
∑{!i · ’(ei; S) : i¡NCr}:
The following two lemmata 2.12 and 2.16 together with Lemma 2.10 are crucial for
termination of the H-process.
Lemma 2.12. Let S and T be nonsolving substitutions such that T A S. Then
(1) ind(S)¿ind(T ).
(2) Suppose |e|S = |e|T for any e∈Cl(Cr). Then Cr(S)=Cr(T ), and hence wS =wT
for w∈{e; r; v}.
(3) H(T ) A H(S) & rk(H(S))= rk(H(T )) if ind(S)= ind(T ).
Proof. Suppose there exists an e∈Cl(Cr) whose values |e|S , |e|T under S and T
diHer. Let e∈Cl(Cr) denote a shortest such expression. Then |e|T¡A|e|S . Therefore
by (2) we have ind(S)¿ind(T ).
Otherwise we have |e|S = |e|T for any e∈Cl(Cr). Thus CrI ,→S  ⇔CrI ,→T 
for any I6N . Hence by De2nition 2.6 we have Cr(S)=Cr(T ) and wS =wT for
w∈{e; r; v}. This yields H(T ) A H(S) & rk(H(S))= rk(H(T )).
Fix a positive integer 7 so that max{rk(CrI ): I =0; : : : ; N}¡7. Then for any S
appearing in the H-process, we have rk(S)¡7 by Lemma 2.2.1.
Denition 2.13. Let S˜ = {Si: i6k} be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : :
Then
rk(S˜) := min({rk(Si) : 0 ¡ i 6 k} ∪ {7}):
Denition 2.14. A consecutive series S˜ = {Si : i6k} in the H-process S0; : : : is a
section iH rk(S0)¡rk(S˜).
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Denition 2.15. T˜ ≺ S˜.
Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two sections in the H-process S0; : : : . Let Sk+1 =
H(Sk) and Tj+1 =H(Tj).
If rk(T0)¡rk(S˜) & T0A S0 and one of the following conditions is ful2lled, then
we write T˜ ≺ S˜:
(1) There exists a p6min{k; j} such that ind(Sp)¿ind(Tp), ∀i¡p(ind(Si)=ind(Ti))
and ∀i[0¡i6p⇒ rk(Si)= rk(Ti)].
(2) j¡k and Tj is nonsolving, and ∀i6j(ind(Si)= ind(Ti)), Tj+1 A Sj+1 & ∀i[0¡i6
j + 1⇒ rk(Si)= rk(Ti)] with Tj+1 = Sn+1 for Tj = Sn.
Lemma 2.16. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two consecutive sections in the H-
process S0; : : : such that T0 =H(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜). Then
(1) T0A S0.
(2) T˜ ≺ S˜.
Proof. (1) is seen from Lemma 2.10(1).
(2) By Lemmas 2.16(1) and 2.12 it suFces to show that the following case never
happen: k6j and Tk is nonsolving, and ∀i6k(ind(Si)= ind(Ti)); Tk+1 A Sk+1 =T0
& ∀i[0¡i6k + 1⇒ rk(Si)= rk(Ti)].
This is rejected since we would have (eSk ; vSk )∈T0 by Lemma 2.10(1), and hence
(eTk ; vTk )= (eSk ; vSk )∈Tk by Lemma 2.12(2).
Let us de2ne an ordinal interpretation following Ackermann [1].
Denition 2.17. o(S˜; $) for $67.
Let S˜ = {Si : i6k} be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : : such that rk(S0)6
r := rk(S˜).
Divide S˜ into substrings which are sections as follows. Put {k0¡ · · ·¡kl}= {i : i6k
& rk(Si)= r}∪ {0}, and S˜ = S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜l with S˜j =(Skj ; : : : ; Skj+1−1) for 06j6l and
kl+1 = k + 1.
The series S˜0; : : : ; S˜l of substrings of S˜ is called the decomposition of S˜.
Let $ be an ordinal such that $6r. Then an ordinal o(S˜; $) is de2ned as follows:
(1) k =0: Then r=7. Let a := ind(S0). Set o(S˜; $)=!r−$(a).
(2) k¿0: Let S˜0; : : : ; S˜l be the decomposition of S˜. Set
o(S˜; $)=!r−$(
∑
i6l o(S˜ i; r)):
Finally put
o(S˜) := o(S˜; 0):
Lemma 2.18. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two consecutive sections in the H -
process S0; : : : such that rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜).
Then o(S˜; $)¿o(T˜ ; $) for any ordinal $6min{rk(S˜); rk(T˜ )}.
This is seen by induction on k + j using Lemma 2.16(2), T˜ ≺ S˜, cf. [1,3].
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Theorem 2.19 (Trans2nite induction up to ”0). The H -process S0; : : : terminates.
Proof. Suppose the H-process S0; : : : is in2nite and put rn = rk(Sn). Inductively we
de2ne a sequence {ni : i∈!} and ordinals 9i¡! as follows. First set n0 = 0. Suppose
ni has been de2ned. Then put 9i = min{rn : n¿ni} and ni+1 = min{n¿ni : rn = 9i}.
Then 2nite subsequences S˜ i =(Sn: ni6n¡ni+1) are sections with ni¡ni+1 & 9i
69i+1. Hence Lemma 2.18 yields an in2nite decreasing sequence of ordinals¡”0, vz.
∀i[o(S˜ i+1)¡o(S˜ i)].
Remark 2. Let ¡ be a primitive recursive wellfounded relation such that
(1) 0 is the ¡-least element.
(2) There exists a primitive recursive embedding ‖ · ‖ : n → ‖n‖, where n¡m⇒
‖n‖ ≺! ‖m‖ for a primitive recursive well ordering ≺! of type !.
(3) There exists a primitive recursive embedding f from the usual ordering ¡N
to ¡:
n ¡N m⇒ f(n) ¡ f(m): (3)
Let, then, PA + TI(¡) denote the theory obtained from PA by deleting the complete
induction schema and adding the axioms (1), (3) and (WF). The complete induction
schema follows from (3) and (WF).
Then an adequate H-process can be de2ned by putting ‖0‖A = !, ‖n‖A =−1 + ‖n‖
for nonzero n in De2nition 2.8, and replacing the base ! by ! in the de2nition of
ind(S) in De2nition 2.11(3).
A termination proof for the H-process of PA+TI(¡) requires the trans2nite induction
up to the next epsilon number sup{!n(!+ 1) : n¡!} to !.
3. ID1
First consider the following language L0 consisting of:
(1) variables denoted by x; y; z; : : : ;
(2) function constants for computable functions including 0N, S(successor), x−˙1
(predecessor), (x; y); (x)0; (x)1 (pairing function and its inverses),
(3) predicate constant =N for equality, and
(4) logical symbols ¬;∧;→; ∃ .
Let X be a unary predicate symbol. By a 01-formula (or one should call simple
universal formula) we mean a formula ∀xB(X; x) in the language L0 ∪{X } with a
quanti2er-free B. 01-formulas (or simple existential formulas) are de2ned dually.
Let 01 ∨01 denote the class of disjunctions
∨
i ∀yiBi(X; yi)∨
∨
j ∃yjCj(X; yj) of
01- and 
0
1- formulas.
The language L of ID1(01 ∨01) is de2ned by L :=L0 ∪{P}, where P is
a unary predicate symbol denoting the least 2xed point for a 8xed positive
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01 ∨ 01-operator form
A[X+; x] :≡
∨
i¡;
∀yiBi[X; x; yi] ∨
∨
j¡<
∃yjCj[X; x; yj] ∈ 01 ∨ 01:
Without loss of generality we can assume that X occurs in each Bi ;Cj and
;+ <¿0.
The axioms in ID1(01 ∨01) are axioms for function and arithmetic predicate con-
stants, the induction axiom (Lin), (WF) in Section 2, and axioms (P.1), (P.2) of the
least 2xed point P for arbitrary formula F :
(P1) A(P)⊆P.
(P2) A(F)⊆F→P⊆F where A(X )= {x : A[X; x]}.
It is well-known that any positive arithmetic inductive de2nition is reducible to an
inductive de2nition de2ned by a positive 01 ∨01-operator.
Lemma 3.1. ID1 is interpretable in ID1(01 ∨01).
Namely for a given positive arithmetic operator  [X; x], there exists a positive
operator >∈01 ∨01 and a formula J in the language L0 ∪{P} of the least 8xed
point P for > such that J denotes the least 8xed point for  .
Proof (cf. [8, p. 25, Exercise 1.15]). Assume that  is in prenex normal form, e.g.,
 [X; x] ≡ ∀y∃z?(X; x; y; z):
Let >∈01 ∨01 denote the following formula:
>[Y; x; w; y; c] :≡ [c = 0 & ∃z?(Y1; w; y; z)] ∨ [c = 1 & ∀y{(x; y) ∈ Y0}]:
where
Y1 := {x : Y (x; 0; 0; 1)};
Y0 := {(w; y) : Y (0; w; y; 0)}:
Let J :=P1 = {x : (x; 0; 0; 1)∈P} for the least 2xed point P for >. Then J denotes the
least 2xed point for  . Namely we claim that axioms for  ; J are derivable from (P1)
and (P2) for P.
In what follows argue in ID1(01 ∨ 01).
Claim 3. (1) ∃z?(P1; w; y; z)→ (w; y)∈P0.
(2)  (P1)⊆P1.
(3)  (F)⊆F→P1⊆F for any formula F .
Proof. (1) Assume ∃z?(P1; w; y; z). This means >[P; 0; w; y; 0]. Hence (0; w; y; 0)∈P,
i.e., (w; y)∈P0.
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(2) Assume  [P1; x], i.e., ∀y∃z?(P1; x; y; z). We show x∈P1, i.e., (x; 0; 0; 1)∈P. It
suFces to show >[P; x; 0; 0; 1], i.e., ∀y{(x; y)∈P0}. This follows from Claim 3.1 and
 [P1; x].
(3) Assume  (F)⊆F . We have to show x∈P1→F(x). Let
P′ := {(x; y) : ∃z?(P1; x; y; z)};
F ′ := {(x; y) : ∃z?(F; x; y; z)};
G(x; w; y; c) :≡ [c = 0 & (w; y) ∈ P′ ∩ F ′] ∨ [c = 1 & x ∈ P1 ∩ F]:
We claim that >(G)⊆G. Then x∈P1, i.e., (x; 0; 0; 1)∈P implies G(x; 0; 0; 1), i.e.
x∈P1 ∩F , a fortiori F(x) as desired. Note that G1 = {x : G(x; 0; 0; 1)}=P1 ∩F and
G0 = {(w; y) : G(0; w; y; 0)}=P′ ∩F ′.
Now suppose >[G; x; w; y; c]. Then c∈{0; 1}. First consider the case c=0. We show
G(x; w; y; 0), i.e., (w; y)∈P′ ∩F ′. We have ∃z?(G1; w; y; z), i.e., ∃z?(P1 ∩F; w; y; z).
By the positivity of X in ? we have ∃z?(P1; w; y; z) and ∃z?(F; w; y; z). Therefore
(w; y)∈P′ ∩F ′.
Next consider the case c=1. We show G(x; w; y; 1), i.e., x∈P1 ∩F . We have ∀y
{(x; y)∈G0 =P′ ∩F ′}. Hence ∀y{(x; y)∈P′} and ∀y{(x; y)∈F ′}. Therefore ∀y∃z?
(P1; x; y; z) and ∀y∃z?(F; x; y; z), i.e.,  [P1; x] &  [F; x]. Claim 3.2 with the assumption
yields x∈P1 ∩F . We are done.
4. Ordinals
Let O(#) be a (modi2ed) notation system of ordinals de2ned in [2]. Namely in the
system O(#) the Veblen function ’ is built-in, and instead of d#! we write D!, and
SC(!) for K! here.
Let 0; #;+; ’ and D be distinct symbols. Each element in the set O(#) is a 2nite
sequence of these symbols.
0; # are atomic diagrams, and constructors in the system O(#) are +, (!; 9) →’!9
and D : ! →D!. Each diagram of the form D! and # is de2ned to be a strongly critical
number: 9; C¡D!⇒’9C¡D! for the Veblen function ’.
Denition 4.1. (1) D!¡#.
(2) D!¡D9 holds if one of the following conditions is ful2lled.
(a) D!6SC(9)(⇔df ∃D∈ SC(9)(D!6D)).
(b) SC(!)¡D9(⇔df ∀C∈ SC(!)(C ¡ D9)) & !¡9.
(3) SC(!)
(a) SC(0)= SC(#)= ∅.
(b) SC(!1 + · · ·+ !n)=
⋃{SC(!i) : 16i6n}.
(c) SC(’!9)= SC(!)∪ SC(9).
(d) SC(D!)= {D!}.
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Let SC denote the set of strongly critical numbers
!∈O(#), and let X ⊆O(#).
! ∈ SC :⇔ ! = # ∨ SC(!) = {!}:
X |! := {9 ∈ X : 9 ¡ !}:
9 ∈ X + ! :⇔∃! ∈ X ∪ {0}∃n ∈ ![9 = !+ n]:
The normal function ?! : 9 → ?!9 is the !th iterate of the function ?19=!9. Thus
?09= 9, ?(!+ 9)C= ?!(?9C) and ?!!9=’!9 for the Veblen function ’.
Notation. −9+ ! denotes the ordinal C such that != 9+ C if 9¡!. Otherwise, i.e., if
!69, set −9 + !=0.
For subsets Y; Z ⊆O(#),
(1) Y¡Z :⇔ ∃9∈Z∀!∈Y (!¡9); Y¡9 :⇔Y¡{9}; !¡Z :⇔ {!}¡ Z .
(2) Z6Y :⇔ ∀9∈Z∃!∈Y (96!); Z6! :⇔ Z6{!}; 96Y :⇔ {9}6Y .
Proposition 4.2. !¡9¡#⇒ SC(!)6SC(9).
5. The system ID1
The system ID1 is two sorted: one sort for natural numbers and the other for
countable ordinals.
5.1. The language L
The language L of ID1 has the following basic symbols:
(1) N-variables (ranging over natural numbers) denoted by n; m; k; : : : ; O-variables
(ranging over ordinals) by $; %; F; : : :
x; y; z; : : : denote variables of sorts N and O.
(2) Function constants are for computable functions on natural numbers, 0 (=N;O)
(zero of sort ).
(3) An individual O-constant ! for each ordinal !∈O(#)|# (! = 0).
(4) Predicate constants =;¡ for equality and less than relation on the sort ∈{N;O}.
Two binary predicate constants I; I¡ and a unary one I¡#, where I¡# denotes a
least 2xed point for the operator form A.
(5) The propositional logical connectives ¬;∧;→ and propositional constants ;⊥.
(6) The epsilon symbol .
There are three categories of expressions: N-terms, O-terms and formulas. Besides
N-terms n:F (variables n of sort N),  forms O-terms (-term of sort O).
(1) If F is a formula, then $:F is an O-term.
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(2) If t is an N-term, s is an O-term and F is an O-variable not occurring in t nor in
s, then s(t) :≡ F¡s[t ∈ I F] is an O-term.
Superscripts N;O in =;¡ are omitted. An O-term $:F is also denoted $¡#:F .
Thus every O-term is denoted $¡s:F for an O-term s or s≡#.
Note that a closed and -free N-term t is a closed arithmetical term denoting its
value val(t), and
a closed O-term is either a constant ! or an -term.
Ideal symbols in the language L are ; I; I¡; I¡#. Other symbols are called com-
putable (real) symbol.
Canonical expressions are of the forms n:F , $¡s:F; $:F; t ∈ I !; t ∈ I¡!; t ∈ I¡# for
numerals t and constants !∈O(#)|#.
V (O) :=O(#)|#.
Syntactic variables:
e for expressions, i.e., terms and formulas.
p for any computable symbol.
An expression is called simple if it is closed and contains no ideal symbols. Every
simple N-term is a closed arithmetical term, and every simple O-term is a constant !
for a countable ordinal. And note that a simple formula contains no variable and is con-
structed from atomic formulas t= s, t¡s for simple terms t; s by boolean connectives.
TRUE (FALSE) denotes the set of all true (false) simple formulas.
By de2nition we put for any term t
t ¡O # :≡ t ¡N ! :≡ :
5.2. Axioms and inference rules of ID1
The language of ID1 is L. The only inference rule of ID1 is modus ponens:
(F F→G)=G.
Denition 5.1. F denotes the formula obtained from a formula F in the language
of ID1(01 ∨01) by replacing quanti2ed subformulas ∃xG[x] [∀xG[x]] by
G[xG] [G[x¬G]], resp. and by replacing the predicate constant P for the least
2xed point by I¡#.
Axioms of ID1
Propositional axioms:
All tautologies of the language L,
All substitution instances of de2ning axioms for the computable functions,
Equality axioms: t= t and s= t→ (F[s]→F[t]) in either sort,
Peano axioms for S: St =0 and t =0→ t= S(t−˙1),
(zero) t =∈ I¡0.
Critical formulas: Observe that the -translation (∀yB[I¡$; x; y]) of a 01-formula
∀yB[I¡$; x; y] is B[I¡$; x; y:¬B[I¡$; x; y]],
and the -translation (∃yB[I¡$; x; y]) of a 01-formula ∃yB[I¡$; x; y] is
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B[I¡$; x; y:B[I¡$; x; y]] for quanti2er-free B. Thus -translation of
A[I¡$; x] :≡
∨
i¡;
∀yiBi[I¡$; x; yi] ∨
∨
j¡<
∃yjCj[I¡$; x; yj]; (4)
is
A[I¡$; x] :≡
∨
i¡;
Bi[I¡$; x; yi:¬Bi[I¡$; x; yi]]
∨
∨
j¡<
Cj[I¡$; x; yj:Cj[I¡$; x; yj]]: (5)
The following are critical formulas in ID1:
() F[t]∧ t¡s→ x¡s:F[x]6t ∧F[x¡s:F[x]].
(I) A[I¡s; t]↔ t ∈ I s,
(I¡) s¿0→ [t ∈ I¡s↔ t ∈ I s(t)],
where s(t) :≡ F¡s[t ∈ I F] and s is either an O-term or s≡#,
(Cl) A[I¡#; t]→ t ∈ I¡#.
Note that critical formulas () are for two sorts N;O, where we write n¡!:F[n] for
n:F , and t¡O #≡ t¡N!≡, n¡!:F ≡ n:F .
Let ID1(01 ∨01) denote the theory of non-iterated inductive de2nitions for positive
01 ∨01-operators de2ned in Section 3.
Proposition 5.2. ID1(01 ∨01)F⇒ ID1F.
Proof. Informally the translated closure axiom (P:1)
(A(P)⊆P)≡ (∀x(A[I¡#; x]→ x∈ I¡#) follows from (Cl).
The translated induction principle (P:2)
(A(G)⊆G→P⊆G)≡(A(G)⊆G)→ (∀x(x∈ I¡#→G(x))) turns into (∀$
{A(G)⊆G→∀x(x∈ I $→G(x))}) via the axiom (I¡), which in turn, follows from
trans2nite induction on ordinals $. Here we need the Minimality axiom () applied to
the formula F[$]≡ t¬G [$]∈ I $ ∧¬G[t¬G [$]]≡ (¬∀x(x∈ I $→G(x))) with t¬G [$]≡
x:[x∈ I $ ∧¬G[x]].
For the remaining cases, cf. Proposition 2.1 and Section 2 in [5,7].
6. Computations with -substitutions
Computations with -substitutions are de2ned monotonically.
Denition 6.1. An -substitution is a function S such that the domain dom(S) of S is a
set of canonical expressions, if e∈dom(S) then S(e)∈V ((e)) ∪{?}, and the following
conditions are enjoyed:
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(Monotonicity). S is monotonic, i.e.,
(1) (n∈ I !;)∈ S & !¡96#⇒ (n∈ I¡9; ?) =∈ S.
(2) (n∈ I !;)∈ S & !¡9 ¡ #⇒ (n∈ I9; ?) =∈ S.
(3) (n∈ I¡9;)∈ S & 96#⇒∃!¡9[(n∈ I !;)∈ S].
(Parsimony0) (1) (F¡!:F; u)∈ S & u =?⇒ u¡!.
(2) (e; u)∈ S & u =?⇒ u =0(e).
WS := S ∪ {(e; ?) : e is a canonical  term not in dom(S)}
∪ {(n ∈ I¡9;) : 96 # & ∃! ¡ 9[(n ∈ I !;) ∈ S]}
∪ {(n ∈ I¡9; ?) : 96# & ¬∃! ¡ 9[(n ∈ I !;) ∈ S]}
∪ {(n ∈ I9;) : 9 ¡ # & ∃! ¡ 9[(n ∈ I !;) ∈ S]}
∪ {(n ∈ I9; ?) : 9 ¡ # & ¬∃!6 9[(n ∈ I !;) ∈ S]}
is called the standard extension of S.
An -substitution S is said to be 8nitary if it enjoys the following conditions:
(Finitary) S is 8nite.
(?-free) ? =∈ rng(S) := {S(e) : e∈dom(S)}.
(Parsimony1) (1) For any n there is at most one ordinal ! such that (n∈ I !;)∈ S.
(2) (n∈ I¡!;) =∈ S for any numeral n and any ordinal !6#.
Observe that the standard extension WS of an -substitution S is de2ned as a function
because of the (Monotonicity) of S. Moreover for 2nitary substitutions S; T , if WS = WT ,
then S =T . Therefore we identify a 2nitary S with its standard extension WS. In fact
any substitution appearing in an H-process is 2nitary.
Computation steps under an -substitution are de2ned as in [7] but monotonically,
i.e., e ,→1S e′ is de2ned through WS.
Denition 6.2. Inductive de2nition of e ,→1S e′ for a 2nitary substitution S.
(1) If (e; u)∈ WS and u =?, then e ,→1S u.
(2) If (e; ?)∈ WS, then e ,→1S 0(e).
(3) If 16i6n, ei ,→1S e′i , then pe1 · · · ei · · · en ,→1S pe1 · · · e′i · · · en.
(4) If F ,→1S F ′, then xF ,→1S xF ′.
(5) If F ,→1S F ′ and s ,→1S s′, then F¡s:F ,→1S F¡s′:F ′.
By the de2nition of the standard extension WS we, then, have the following:
(1) n∈ I¡9 ,→1S ⇔∃!¡9[(n∈ I !;)∈ S] for 96#.
(2) n∈ I¡0 ,→1S ⊥.
n∈ I9 ,→1S ⇔ 9¡# & ∃!69[(n∈ I !;)∈ S].
,→S denotes the reXexive and transitive closure of ,→1S .
We see that every sequence of computation steps is terminating in a unique normal-
form as in [7].
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Let e∗ denote the unique S-irreducible expression such that e ,→S e∗. Then the S-
normalform of e denoted |e|S is obtained from e∗ by replacing every maximal occur-
rence of a simple N-term t by its value val(t). Put |#|S :=# and |!|S :=!.
7. The rank function
The rank will measure nesting of bound variables including possible and implicit
nesting in the predicates I; I¡.
The rank function is de2ned so that it enjoys Lemma 2.2 (the rank lemma I) in
Section 2 and the followings, cf. [3]:
Lemma 7.1 (The rank lemma II).
(1) If F:F and F¡!:F are canonical, then rk(F[9])¡rk(F:F) for each 9¡# and
rk(F[9])¡rk(F¡!:F) for each 9 ¡ !.
(2) rk(n∈ I¡!)= 3! for !6#.
(3) rk(n∈ I !)= 3!+ 2 for ! ¡ #.
(4) rk(!(n))= rk(F¡![n∈ I F])= rk(n∈ I !(n))= 3!+ 1 for !6#.
(5) 3!6rk(y:C[I¡!; n; y])63! + 1 and rk(y:|C[I¡!; n; y]|S)∈{1; 3! + 1} for any
-free formula C[X; x; y] in which X occurs.
rk(y:|C[I¡!; n; y]|S)= 3! + 1 i= there occurs an atomic formula t[y]∈ I¡! in
C[I¡!; n; y] for a term t[y] containing the variable y, i.e., t[y]∈ I¡! is subordi-
nate to y.
(6) 3!6rk(A[I¡!; n])63!+ 1 since A is a disjunction of 01- and 
0
1-formulas.
(7) rk(A[I¡!; n])¡rk(n∈ I !).
Note that rk(e)¿0 for any canonical expression e except de2nitely false ones n∈ I¡0.
8. Correctness
Let us recall that critical formulas are formulas of four types:
() F[t]∧ t¡s→ x¡s:F[x]6t ∧F[x¡s:F[x]] for two sorts N;O.
(I) A[I¡s; t]↔ t ∈ I s.
(I¡) s¿0→ [t ∈ I¡s↔ t ∈ I s(t)],
where s(t) :≡ F¡s[t ∈ I F] and s is either an O-term or s≡#,
(Cl) A[I¡#; t]→ t ∈ I¡#, where
A[I¡$; x] :≡
∨
i¡;
Bi[I¡$; x; yi:¬Bi[I¡$; x; yi]]
∨
∨
j¡<
Cj[I¡$; x; yj:Cj[I¡$; x; yj]] (5)
We assume that Cr= {Cr0; : : : ; CrN} is a 8xed 8nite sequence of closed critical for-
mulas. We can assume that no O-constants ! except the zero 0O occurs in Cr.
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Denition 8.1. Let S be a 2nitary -substitution.
(1) e ,→S  (⊥)⇔df |e|S ∈TRUE (FALSE).
(2) An -substitution S is correct iH
() (x¡s:F[x]; v)∈ S⇒ v¡s∧F[v]∧¬F[0] ,→S , and
(I) (n∈ I !;)∈ S⇒A[I¡!; n] ,→S .
(3) S is solving iH CrI ,→S  for I =0; : : : ; N . Otherwise S is nonsolving.
Now let P be a proof in ID1 in which no free variable occurs, and consider the
case when Cr= {Cr0; : : : ; CrN} is the set of all (closed) critical formulas occurring as
axioms in P. Assume S is 2nitary, correct and solving with respect to Cr. Then we
see for any formula A in P. Therefore S validates the endformula of P.
Lemma 8.2. For a disjunct Cj (j¡<) in A[I¡$; n], cf. (5), assume ∃m[Cj[I¡#; n; m]
,→S ]. Let m= min{m¡! : Cj[I¡#; n; m] ,→S } and $= min{$¡# : Cj[I¡$; n; m]
,→S }.
Then m= min{m¡! : Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→S }.
Proof. We have ∀k[Cj[I¡$; n; k] ,→S ⇒Cj[I¡#; n; k] ,→S ] by the positivity of the
formula Cj[X; x; yj], and hence m= min{m¡! : Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→S }.
Remark 4. Lemmas 8.2 and 9.13 are the only places at which we need the positivity
of X in the operator A[X; n].
Denition 8.3. H-expression and H-value
Let S be a 2nitary, correct and nonsolving -substitution.
(1) For each I6N let eSI denote the -term x¡|s|S |F |S if CrI is one of the critical
formulas () F[t]∧ t¡s→ x¡s:F[x]6t ∧F[x¡s:F[x]].
If CrI is the critical formula
(I) : A[I¡s; t]↔ t ∈ I s
then eSI denotes the formula n∈ I ! where != |s|S and n= |t|S .
If CrI is the critical formula
(I¡) : s ¿ 0→ [t ∈ I¡s ↔ t ∈ I s(t)]
then eSI denotes the -term !(n) := F¡![n∈ I F] where != |s|S and n= |t|S .
If CrI is the critical formula
(Cl) : A[I¡#; t]→ t ∈ I¡#
then eSI denotes the formula nS ∈ I¡# where nS := |t|S .
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(2) Then rSI ; I(S); Cr(S) and the H-expression e
S of S are de2ned as for PA in
Section 2.
(3) The H-value v= vS of S is de2ned as follows:
(a) The case when Cr(S) is a critical formula () is the same as in Section 2.
(b) If Cr(S) is a critical formula (I¡): s¿0→ [t ∈ I¡s↔ t ∈ I s(t)], then let v
denote the unique 9¡! such that n∈ I9 is in dom(S), where != |s|S ¿ 0
and n= |t|S .
(c) Otherwise set v :=.
Lemma 8.4. Let S be a 8nitary, correct and nonsolving -substitution. Let e be the H-
expression, v the H-value of S. Then v¡A|e|S . In particular (e; v) =∈ S.
Speci8cally
() If Cr(S) is F[t]∧ t¡s→ x¡s:F[x]6t ∧F[x¡s:F[x]], then 0 = v= |t|S¡A|x¡
s:F[x]|S since 0 is the least element, and F[v]∧¬F[0] ,→S .
(I) If Cr(S) is A[I¡s; t]↔ t ∈ I s, then |A[I¡s; t]|S = v=¡A⊥= |t ∈ I s|S = |t ∈
I¡s|S by correctness.
(I¡) If Cr(S) is s¿0→ [t ∈ I¡s↔ t ∈ I s(t)], then t ∈ I¡s ,→S n∈ I¡! ,→S  & !(n) =∈
dom(S) by correctness. Hence v¡A0= |s(t)|S .
(Cl) If Cr(S) is A[I¡#; t]→ t ∈ I¡#, then A[I¡#; nS ] ,→S , and nS ∈ I¡# ,→S ⊥
with nS := |t|S .
9. H-process
In this section by an -substitution we mean a 2nitary and correct -substitution.
H(S) is de2ned as in De2nition 2.7 and the rank rk(Sn) of substitutions Sn occurring
in the H-process S0; : : : is de2ned to be rk(Sn+1) := rk(eS
n
) unless Cr(S) is a critical
formula (Cl).
Denition 9.1. H-ordinal, -step, -step and numbers ;(S); <(S); nS
Let S be a nonsolving substitution in the H-process. Assume Cr(S) is a (Cl)A[I¡#;
t]→ t ∈ I¡#. Then A[I¡#; nS ] ,→S  and ∀$¡#[nS ∈ I $ ,→S ⊥] with nS := |t|S .  is
the H-value of S and
A[I¡$; n] :≡
∨
i¡;
Bi[I¡$; n; yi:¬Bi[I¡$; n; yi]]
∨
∨
j¡<
Cj[I¡$; n; yj:Cj[I¡$; n; yj]] (5)
This means that one of disjuncts Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi]], Cj[I¡#; nS ;
yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]] in A[I¡#; nS ] holds under S.
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We associate a countable ordinal ! := oS ∈O(#)|#, called the H-ordinal of S so
that A[I¡!; nS ] ,→S . The H-ordinal in -step de2ned in (15) of De2nition 9.22 is
de2ned through the whole process generating the substitution.
Let
;(S) := min({i ¡ ; : Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi]] ,→S } ∪ {;});
<(S) := min({j ¡ < : Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]] ,→S } ∪ {<}): (6)
-step. The case when Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi]] ,→S  for an i¡;, i.e., ;(S)
¡;: Then we say that S is in -step.
-step. Otherwise: Then ;(S)= ;, i.e., Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; nS ; yi]] ,→S ⊥ for
any i¡;, and Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]] ,→S  for a j¡<. We say that S is in
-step.
Let j= <(S) be the minimal one and put m= |yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]|S . Then Cj[I¡#; nS ;
m] ,→S . The H-ordinal !=oS in -step is de2ned by
! = oS := min{$ ¡ # : Cj[I¡$; nS ; m] ,→S }: (7)
Let != oS be the H-ordinal of S.
Subcase 1.11: S is in -step and m := |yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]|S =0 with j= <(S): Then,
cf. Lemma 8.2
H(S) := S63!+2 ∪ {(nS ∈ I !;)} ∪ {(yj:|Cj[I¡!; nS ; yj]|S ; m)} (8)
Subcase 1.12: Otherwise: Then
H(S) := S63!+2 ∪ {(nS ∈ I !;)}:
Clearly Lemma 2.10(1) holds.
Lemma 2.12(2) also holds: Assume ind(S)= ind(T ) & T A S.
First consider the case when Cr(S) is an (I¡) and let eS ≡ !(n). Then vS denotes
the unique (and minimal) 9¡! such that (n∈ I9;)∈ S, and similarly for vT . T A S
yields (n∈ I9;)∈T and hence vT = 9= vS .
Second consider the case when Cr(S) is a (Cl).
Then it is clear that (;(S); <(S); nS)= (;(T ); <(T ); nT ).
Denition 9.2. K(S) :=
⋃{SC($) : ∃n[n∈ I $ is in dom(S)]} ∪ {0}
Proposition 9.3. Let S be a substitution in -step, and oS its H-ordinal de8ned in
(7). Then SC(oS)⊆K(S).
The rank rk(S) of a substitution S in the H-process is de2ned so that rk(S0)= 0
for the initial S0 = ∅, and if S = Si+1 is the next substitution to T = Si in the H-
process, then rk(S)= rk(eT ) unless Cr(T ) is a (Cl). If Cr(T ) is a (Cl), then rk(S)=
3!+ 2= rk(n∈ I !) for the H-ordinal !=oT .
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Denition 9.4. Let S = Si be a substitution appearing in the H-process. The rank rk(S)
of S is de2ned as follows:
(1) If S is the initial one, i.e., i=0 or equivalently S = ∅, then set rk(S) := 0. In what
follows assume S = Si is the next substitution to the T = Si−1.
(2) If Cr(T ) is a (Cl), then rk(S) := 3! + 2= rk(n∈ I !) for the H-ordinal !=oT
of T .
(3) Otherwise set rk(S) := rk(eT ) for the H-expression eT of T .
For the correctness of -step we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.5. Let S be a 8nitary and correct substitution, and Bi (i¡;) a disjunct in
A[I¡$; n], cf. (5).
Let ! be an ordinal such that SC|#  ! ¿ K(S), and T a substitution T such that
T6! = S6!.
(1) For any n; k
Bi[I¡#; n; k] ,→S  ⇔ Bi[I¡!; n; k] ,→T 
(2) Suppose that Bi[I¡#; n; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; n; yi]] ,→S , and
rk(yi:| ¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S) = !+ 1⇒ yi:| ¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S =∈ dom(T ):
Then Bi[I¡!; n; yi:¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]] ,→T  holds.
Proof. (1) Let t ∈ I¡# be any atomic formula occurring in the formula Bi[I¡#; n; k].
By the (Monotonicity) of the computation ,→S and !¿K(S) we, then, have
t ∈ I¡# ,→S  ⇔ t ∈ I¡! ,→S  ⇔ t ∈ I¡! ,→T :
Therefore Bi[I¡#; n; k] ,→S  iH Bi[I¡!; n; k] ,→T .
(2) By correctness |yi:¬Bi[I¡#; n; yi]|S =0, and hence Bi[I¡#; n; 0] ,→S .
Lemma 9.5(1) yields Bi[I¡!; n; 0] ,→T .
It remains to show |yi:¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|T =0.
If rk(yi:| ¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S) = !+1, then by Lemma 7.1(5) we have rk(yi:| ¬Bi[I¡!;
n; yi]|S)= 1 and |¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S = |¬Bi[I¡#; n; yi]|S , and hence |yi:¬Bi[I¡!; n;
yi]|T = |yi:¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S = |yi:¬Bi[I¡#; n; yi]|S =0.
Assume rk(yi:|¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S)=!+1. Then yi:|¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|S =∈dom(T ) yields
|yi:¬Bi[I¡!; n; yi]|T =0.
Remark 5. Observe that in the proof of Lemma 9.5 the formula Bi[X; x; yi] can be an
arbitrary quanti2er-free formula. Speci2cally X can occur negatively in Bi[X; x; yi].
9.1. Ordinals in computations
In this subsection we examine what ordinals come in the computations under sub-
stitutions.
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Denition 9.6. A 2nitary and correct substitution S is said to be closed if it enjoys the
following condition, cf. Lemma 9.8:
S(O) := {SC(|e|S) : e ∈ dom(S) is an O-term} ⊆ K(S): (9)
An O-term receives genuinely a nonzero value only when the H-expression eS ≡
!(n), cf. De2nition 8.3(3b). Hence it is easy to see that every substitution appearing
in the H-process is closed, cf. Proposition 9.29 and Theorems 9.35 and 10.5.
Denition 9.7. For a subset X ⊆O(#)|# let L(X ) denote the sublanguage of L in
which O-constants ! are restricted to !∈X ∪{0}.
Lemma 9.8 (Cf. Lemmas 9.9, 9.24 and 9.33). Let S be a closed substitution. For any
expression e; e′ with e ,→S e′, if e is an expression in the language L(K(S)+!)(K(S)+
!= {!+ n : !∈K(S); n ∈ !}), then so is the expression e′.
Proof. This is seen from induction on ,→S using condition (9).
Lemma 9.9. Let S be a closed substitution. Put X :=K(S)+!. For any expression e
in the language L(X ), rk(e)∈X ∪{#+n : n ¡ !} and hence rk(e)¡#⇒ rk(e)∈X .
Proof. Let e be an expression in L(X ). Then rk(e)∈X ∪{# + n : n¡!} is seen by
induction on the de2nition of the rank rk(e).
9.2. Indices
We associate ordinals ind(S), ind#(S)¡#! relative to a 2xed sequence Cr of critical
formulas.
Cl(Cr) [ClI (Cr)] denotes the set of closed -terms [closed I -formulas] occur-
ring in the set Cr of closed formulas, resp. Put Cl(Cr)=Cl(Cr)∪ClI (Cr). Let
NCr := #Cl(Cr) (= the cardinality of the set Cl(Cr)). NCr is less than or equal to
the total number of occurrences of the symbol  and the symbols I; I¡ in the set Cr.
The Ackermann ordering ¡A on V (O) =O(#)|# and ‖x‖A (x ∈ V (O)) are de2ned
exactly as in De2nition 2.8. ’(e; S) is de2ned as in De2nition 2.11(1), and we arrange
the set Cl(Cr) as in (2), De2nition 2.11(2).
Denition 9.10. (1) ind(S)=
∑{#i · ’(ei; S) : i¡NCr}.
(2)
ind#(S) :=
{
# · ind(S) + oS if S is in -step;
# · ind(S) otherwise:
Observe that ind(S)6ind#(S)¡#!, and ind(S)¿0, i.e., ind#(S)¿# if S is non-
solving by Lemma 8.4, vS¡A|eS |S .
The relation T A S in De2nition 2.9 is modi2ed so that irrelevant parts in computing
indices are deleted.
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Denition 9.11. (1) A subset ex(S) of S is de2ned by
ex(S) := {(e; u) ∈ S¡# : rk(e) =∈ K(S) + !};
rd(S) := S\ex(S) = {(e; u) ∈ S : (e; u) =∈ ex(S)}
= {(e; u) ∈ S¡# : rk(e) ∈ K(S) + !} ∪ S¿#;
(2) T # S :⇔T A rd(S).
Lemmas 9.12 is seen as in [1,3].
Lemma 9.12. Let S and T be closed substitutions. Assume T # S and there exists an
e∈Cl(Cr) whose values |e|S , |e|T under S and T di=er, i.e., |e|S = |e|T . Let e∈Cl(Cr)
denote a shortest such expression. Then |e|T¡A|e|S .
Proof. Let e∈Cl(Cr) be a shortest expression such that |e|S = |e|T .
Let eS denote the expression such that e ,→S eS , and
(1) eS is the canonical -term x¡w:|F |S for w= |s|S if e= x¡s:F ,
(2) eS is the I -formula n∈ I ! for n= |t|S , != |s|S if e is a formula t ∈ I s, and
(3) eS is the I -formula n∈ I¡! for n= |t|S , != |s|S if e is a formula t ∈ I¡s.
Then eS ∈L(K(S)) by Lemma 9.8, and e ,→T eS since |e′|S = |e′|T for any closed
subexpression e′ ∈Cl(Cr) of the shortest e.
We have rk(eS)∈K(S) + ! if rk(eS)¡# by Lemma 9.9. Hence eS =∈ ex(S), i.e.,
eS ∈dom(S)⇒ eS ∈dom(rd(S)).
Since 0((e)) is a maximal element in the ordering ¡A, we can assume |e|S =0(e).
First consider the case when (eS ; u)∈ S for some u =?. Then eS ,→T v for some
v6Au by T # S, i.e., T  rd(S). Therefore |e|T = v¡A u= |e|S since u = v.
Next suppose (eS ; u) =∈ S for any u =?, and eS ,→S . This means that eS is an
n∈ I¡!. Then (n∈ I9;)∈ S for some 9¡!. T # S yields n∈ I9 ,→T , and hence
|e|S == |e|T . This is a contradiction. Consequently this is not the case.
Lemma 9.12 yields Lemmas 2.12(1) and 2.12(2) (replace Cl(Cr) by Cl(Cr).).
Lemma 9.13. Let Si (i=0; 1) be closed substitutions such that S1# S0. For some
natural numbers n; m and a j¡<, assume that ∀i∈{0; 1}(Cj[I¡#; n; m] ,→Si ). Then
min{$ ¡ # : Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→S0 }¿ min{$ ¡ # : Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→S1 }:
Cf. De8nition (7) of the H-ordinal in -step.
Proof. Put !i = min{$¡# : Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→Si }. For any countable $¡#, if Cj[I¡$;
n; m] ,→S0 , then Cj[I¡$; n; m] ,→S1  by the positivity of the formula Cj[X; x; yj] and
S1# S0. Thus !0¿!1.
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9.3. Ordinal interpretation with uncountable bases
Fix a positive integer n so that max{rk(CrI ) : I =0; : : : ; N}¡7 :=# + n. Then for
any closed S and any expression e1 occurring in Cr, if e1 ,→S e2, then rk(e2)¡7 and
hence also rk(eS)¡7, cf. Lemma 2.2(1). Hence any S appearing in the H-process, we
have rk(S)¡7, since for any non-initial S, rk(S)6rk(eT ) for the
H-expression eT of the previous T .
An ordinal interpretation o(S˜; $) with uncountable bases $¿# is de2ned as in
De2nition 2.17 by replacing ind(S0) by ind#(S0).
Note that o(S˜;#)¿# since ind#(S)¿#.
Proposition 9.14. o(S˜;#)=# · ! for an !. Hence if o(S˜;#)¿o(T˜ ;#), then o(S˜;#)¿
o(T˜ ;#) + 9 for any 9¡#.
Proof. This follows from 7=# + n¿# by n¿0 and ind(S)¿0.
Denition 9.15. T˜ ! S˜.
Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two sections in the H-process S0; : : :
Then T˜ ! S˜ iH
k = j & ∀i 6 k[ind#(Si) = ind#(Ti)] & ∀i[0 ¡ i 6 k ⇒ rk(Si) = rk(Ti)]:
Lemma 9.16. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tk be two section in the H-process S0; : : :
such that rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rS and #6r= min{rS ; rT} with rS = rk(S˜); rT = rk(T˜ ). By
De8nitions 2.14 and 2.13 we have rk(T0)¡rT .
Let $ be an ordinal such that #6$6r.
Then T˜ ! S˜⇒ o(S˜; $)= o(T˜ ; $).
Proof. This is seen easily by induction on k.
Lemma 9.17. Let S˜ =(Sp; : : : ; Sq = S) be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : :
such that ∀T [Sp¡T6S⇒ rk(T )¿#].
(1) K(Sp)=K(S).
(2) SC(ind#(S))6max K(Sp)= max K(S).
(3) SC(o(S˜;#))6max K(Sp)= max K(S).
Proof. (1) Since rk(T )¿# for any T with Sp¡T6S, no U with Sp6U¡S is in
-step.
(2) This is seen from De2nition 2.11(2) and Proposition 9.3.
(3) This follows from Lemma 9.17(2).
9.4. H-ordinal in -step de8ned
Now the H-ordinal in -step is de2ned.
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In view of Lemma 9.5 we have to de2ne H-ordinals so that they enjoy the following
conditions (10) and (11), and yield a terminating H-process.
oS ¿ K(S); (10)
y:|¬B[I¡oS ; nS ; y]|S =∈ dom(S): (11)
For the termination it is desirable to have crucial Lemmas 2.12 and 2.16, where
ind(S) is replaced by ind#(S) and T A S by T # S. Surely Lemmas 2.12(1) and
2.16(1) holds, and Lemma 2.12(3) holds except -step. Section 2.2 Lemma 2.16(2)
follows from Lemma 2.12(3). However a weaker lemma suFces in order to have
Lemma 2.16(2).
Lemma 9.18 (Cf. Lemma 2.12(3)). Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two section,
in the H-process S0; : : : such that T0 =H#(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜).
Moreover assume that for a p6min{k; j}, the following conditions are
ful8lled:
(1) (S0; : : : ; Sp−1)! (T0; : : : ; Tp−1).
(2) ind(Sp)= ind(Tp) and rk(Sp)= rk(Tp).
(3) Tp# Sp and Cr(Sp) is a (Cl).
By Lemma 2.12(2) we have Cr(Tp)=Cr(Sp) & nTp = nSp since ind(Tp)= ind(Sp).
Therefore Cr(Tp) is also a (Cl). Let oSp denote the H-ordinal of Sp and oTp the
H-ordinal of Tp
Then the following hold:
(1) Assume both Sp and Tp are in -step. Then
oSp ¿ oTp :
Hence ind#(Sp)¿ind#(Tp) if oSp¿oTp , and
ind#(Sp)= ind#(Tp) & Tp+1# Sp+1 with Sk+1 =T0 if oSp =oTp .
(2) Assume both Sp and Tp are in -step. Then
ind#(Sp) = ind#(Tp) & oSp = oTp :
Hence Tp+1# Sp+1 with Sk+1 =T0.
In view of the experiences in cut-elimination there is a chance to de2ne H-ordinals
by means of the collapsing function D!¡#. Let me coin a terminology.
Denition 9.19. Let S = Si and T = Sj be substitutions in the H-process S0; S1; : : :
T ¡ S : ⇔ j ¡ i;
T 6 S : ⇔ j 6 i;
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Denition 9.20 (History). Let S be a substitution appearing in the H-process. Let
T denote the largest, i.e., the last in the ordering ¡ of the H-process such that
rk(T )¡# &T6S. Such a substitution always exists since the rank of the initial null
substitution is 0. The sequence (T; : : : ; S) is said to be the history of S.
We are inclined to de2ne oS :=D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜)) for a countable ordinal k(S˜)
depending on the history S˜ of S. Here is a solution.
Denition 9.21. Let S˜ = {Si : i6k} be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : :
with S = Sk . Suppose that H-ordinals oT in -step are de2ned up to T¡S so that
oT =D(! + C) for some ordinals !¿#¿C. Furthermore assume that the following
condition (12) is enjoyed, cf. De2nition 9.25:
K(S) ⊆ {oT ∈ SC : T ¡ S is in -step} ∪ {0} (12)
This means that
The only place at which a countable ordinal enters in the computations
in the H-process is the -step as the H-ordinal:
Also let K(S)= {$0¿$1¿ · · ·¿$n =0} in the decreasing order. Each non-zero $i
was introduced as the H-ordinal of a preceeding substitution in -step by (12). There-
fore $i =D(!i + Ci) for some !i; Ci with Ci¡#6!i.
(1) De2ne k0(S˜) := $i ∈K(S) where
i = min({i ¡ n : !i ¿ o(S˜;#)} ∪ {n}) (13)
(2) De2ne k(S˜)∈K(S) by
k(S˜) =
{
k0(S˜) if SC(o(S˜;#)) ¡ k0(S˜);
0 if SC(o(S˜;#))¿ k0(S˜):
(14)
We will see in Lemma 9.34(2) that the condition (10) oS¿K(S) holds.
Denition 9.22. Let S be a substitution in -step. Let S˜ denote the history of S. Its
H -ordinal is de2ned by:
oS := D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜)) ∈ SC|# (15)
with the collapsing function D.
Proof of Lemma 9.18. First consider the case when Sp is in -step. Then Tp is also in
-step, and the same disjunct is corrected by both Sp; Tp: for U ∈{Sp; Tp} and i¡;,
Bi[I¡#; n; yi:¬Bi[I¡#; n; yi]] ,→U ⊥, and
j := min{j ¡ < : Cj[I¡#; n; yj:Cj[I¡#; n; yj]] ,→Sp }
= min{j ¡ < : Cj[I¡#; n; yj:Cj[I¡#; n; yj]] ,→Tp }
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and
m := |yj:Cj[I¡#; n; yj]|Sp = |yj:Cj[I¡#; n; yj]|Tp :
Hence by Tp# Sp, de2nition (7) of the H-ordinal of -step in De2nition 9.28 and
Lemma 9.13 we conclude oSp¿oTp .
Next, consider the case when both Sp and Tp are in -step. First we claim p¡k.
Suppose p= k. Then nSp ∈ I $($=oSp) is in dom(T0) with rk(T0)= 3$+2, and hence is
in dom(Tp). This is a contradiction since we would have nSp ∈ I¡# ,→Tp . Therefore
p¡k holds.
Since H-ordinal is countable, i.e., rk(T0)¡rk(Tp+1)¡#, we have rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡
#. Therefore S˜p⊆ (S0; : : : ; Sp) and T˜p⊆ (T0; : : : ; Tp) for the history S˜p [T˜p] of Sp [Tp],
resp.
Now by the assumptions 1 and 2 we have T˜p! S˜p since ind#(Sp)=# · ind(Sp).
Thus Lemma 9.16 yields
o(T˜ p;#) = o(S˜p;#): (16)
By de2nitions (15) and (16) it suFces to show k(S˜p)= k(T˜p).
We claim k(S˜p)= k(T˜p). Suppose k(S˜p) = k(T˜p). This means that Sk is in -step,
and nSk ∈ I $ is in dom(T0) but not in dom(S0), i.e., $=oSk ∈K(T0)⊆K(Tp)=K(Sp)∪
{$} & $ =∈K(Sp). Let $=D(o(S˜k ;#) + k(S˜k)) for the history S˜k of Sk . Therefore by
(16) and (13)
$ = k(T˜ p) ¿ k(S˜p) & o(S˜k ;#)¿ o(S˜p;#) (17)
On the other hand we have 3$+ 2= rk(T0)¡rk(Sp+1)= 3oSp + 2. Hence
oSp ¿ $: (18)
Eqs. (17) and (18) mean that, by De2nition 4.1,
o(S˜k ;#) = o(S˜p;#)⇒ k(S˜k) ¡ k(S˜p)
and
o(S˜k ;#) ¿ o(S˜p;#)⇒ $6 K(Sp)
since we have SC(o(S˜p;#))∪ SC(k(S˜p))6K(Sp) by Lemma 9.17(3).
We claim k(S˜p)∈K(Sk). Suppose k(S˜p) =∈K(Sk). Then k(S˜p) =∈K(S0) by K(S0)⊆
K(Sk). This means that k(S˜p)= oSj for a j with 06j¡p¡k. Hence 3$ + 2= rk(T0)
¡rk(Sj+1)= 3k(S˜p) + 2, i.e., $¡k(S˜p). This contradicts (17). Thus we have shown
k(S˜p)∈K(Sk).
First consider the case o(S˜k ;#)= o(S˜p;#). Then k(S˜p)∈K(Sk) with the de2nition
(13) yields k(S˜k)¿k(S˜p). A contradiction.
Next consider the case o(S˜k ;#)¿o(S˜p;#), and let %= min{%∈K(Sp) : %¿$}. Then
%=oU =D(9 + D) for a substitution U¡Si(= the initial term of S˜p) and D := k(U˜ );
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9 := o(U˜ ;#) with the history U˜ of U . We see K(U )⊆K(Sp) from K(U )¡oU ∈K(Sp),
cf. Lemma 9.34(1). We have k(S˜p)¡$6%∈K(Sp). Hence by de2nition (13) we have
9¡o(S˜p;#)¡o(S˜k ;#). This together with $6% means $6SC({9; D}). On the other
hand we have SC({9; D})6K(U )¡% by (10). Hence $6K(U )¡%. This together with
K(U )⊆K(Sp) contradicts the minimality of %∈K(Sp).
Thus k(S˜p)= k(T˜p) was shown.
9.5. H-process de8ned
Now the H-process is de2ned.
Denition 9.23. For i¡;; n∈!, ordinals $6# and substitutions S,
Wbi($; n) := yi:¬Bi[I¡$; n; yi];
Wbi($; n; S) := yi:|¬Bi[I¡$; n; yi]|S ;
where Bi is a disjunct in (5).
Lemma 9.24. Let S be a closed and nonsolving substitution in the H-process enjoying
condition (12). Assume eS ≡ Wbi($; n; S) with rk( Wbi($; n))= $ + 1 and $∈ SC|#. Then
there exists a T¡S in -step such that oT = $.
Proof. Put X :=K(S) + !. For an e occurring in the set Cr⊆L(X ), e ,→S eS . By
Lemma 9.8 we have eS ∈L(X ), and hence by Lemma 9.9 we have $+1= rk( Wbi($; n))∈
K(S) + !. This together with (12) yields the assertion.
Denition 9.25. A series S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) of closed substitutions is said to be proper if
it enjoys condition (12)
∀p6 k[K(Sp) ⊆ {oSq : q ¡ p and Sq is in -step} ∪ {0}] (12)
and the following condition (19):
∀p6 k∀i ¡ ;∀n ∈ !∀$ ∈ SC|#[| Wbi($; n)|Sp = 0
⇒ ∃q ¡ p{eSq ≡ Wbi($; n; Sq)}]: (19)
We see any initial segment S0; S1; : : : ; SM in the H-process is proper, cf. Theorem 10.6.
Denition 9.26. Let S be a substitution appearing in the H-process S˜ = S0; S1; : : : ;
SM−1. Assume S˜ is proper.
Moreover assume Wbi($; n; S0)∈dom(S)∪{eS} for an i¡;; $∈ SC|# and an S06S
and an n∈! with rk( Wbi($; n))= $+ 1.
Then the predecessor of S with respect to $, denoted pred(S; $) is the last substi-
tution T¡S such that T is in -step with oT = $. Such a T exists by the condition
(19) and Lemma 9.24 with the condition (12) since Wbi($; n; S0)≡ eS0 for an S06S.
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Denition 9.27. Pos(S) := {n∈ I $ : n∈ I $ is in dom(S)}.
In the next de2nition H-step and the H-process are de2ned.
Denition 9.28. The next substitution H#(S) in the H-process.
The H -process and the H -step (for a 2xed sequence Cr=Cr0; : : : ; CrN ) is de2ned
inductively. First set S0 = ∅.
Assume that the H-process S0; : : : has been de2ned up to an SM−1 so that S0; : : : ; SM−1
is proper and each Si(i¡M) is nonsolving. Then the next substitution SM =H#(SM−1)
is de2ned from the intermediate one H(S) in De2nitions 2.7 and 9.1 as follows: Put
S = SM−1.
Case 2.1: Assume eS ≡ Wbi($; n; S) for some $∈ SC|# and i¡;; n∈! such that
rk(eS)= rk( Wbi($; n))= $+ 1. We have
H(S) := S6rk( Wbi($;n)) ∪ {( Wbi($; n; S); k)}
where k is the H-value of S.
Let T :=pred(S; $).
Subcase 2.11: The case when the following condition holds:
(i; n) = (;(T ); nT ): (20)
Then the next substitution SM is de2ned by augmenting a set C(S):
SM = H#(S) := H(S) ∪ C(S) (21)
The set C(S) is de2ned from the H-process {T : T6S = SM−1} as follows:
(1)
C(S)⊆ {( Wbi(#; n; S¡$); k)} ∪ {( Wbj(#;m;U ); l) : j ¡ ; & m; l ∈ !;U 6 S}
⊆ {( Wbj(#;m;U ); l) : j ¡ ; & m; l ∈ !;U 6 H#(S)}:
Note that Wbi(#; n; S¡$)≡ Wbi(#; n; H#(S))≡ Wbi(#; n; H#(S)¡#) since Pos(S¡$)=
Pos(H#(S))=Pos(H#(S)¡#) with H#(S)¡# =H(S).
(2) ( Wbi(#; n; S¡$); k)∈C(S), cf. (29) in the proof of Main Lemma 1 in Section 10.
(3) For (j; m; l) =(i; n; k), ( Wbj(#;m;U ); l)∈C(S) iH the following conditions are sat-
is2ed:
U 6 S & ( Wbj(#;m;U ); l) ∈ U & Pos(U ) = Pos(S¡$) (22)
and
∀V [U ¡ V 6 S ⇒ rk(V ) ¿ $] (23)
cf. Theorem 9.35 for condition (22), Claim 7 in the proof of Lemma 9.36 for
condition (23), and Claim 9 in the proof of Main Lemma 1.
Hence by Lemma 7.1(5) rk(e)=# + 1 for any e∈dom(C(S)).
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Subcase 2.12. (i; n) =(;(T ); nT ):
SM = H#(S) = H(S):
Case 2.2. Otherwise:
SM = H#(S) = H(S):
The H-process terminates iH there exists an n such hat Sn is solving.
Observe that we have rk(SM )= max{rk(e) : e∈dom(SM )}, cf. De2nition 9.4, except
Subcase 2.11. In Subcase 2.11 rk(SM )= $+1¡#¡#+1= max{rk(e) : e∈dom(SM )}.
Also we have rk(H#(S))= rk(eS) for the H-expression eS of the previous S by the
de2nition unless Cr(S) is a critical formula (Cl).
9.6. Elementary facts on the H-process
We show that SM is 2nitary, enjoys conditions (12), (19), and (9). Also we see
immediately the correctness of SM unless SM−1 is in -step. The correctness of -
step is shown in Section 10. Thus the H-process S0; : : : is de2ned up to a solving
substitution.
In what follows assume that the H-process S0; : : : is in8nite, and by a substitution
we mean a substitution appearing in the H-process S0; S1; : : : ; Si; : : :
We then see that there would exist an in2nite descending sequence of ordinals. It is
easy to see Proposition 9.29.
Proposition 9.29. The next substitution H#(S) to a closed and nonsolving S is 8nitary.
Proposition 9.30. For any substitution S appearing in the H-process S0; : : : ; K(S)6rk
(S)= max({rk(e) : e∈dom(S) & rk(e)¡#}∪ {0}) if rk(S)¡#.
Lemma 9.31. Let S0; : : : ; SM−1 be the H-process and S =H#(SM−1). Assume that
S0; : : : ; SM−1 is proper. Then the extended process S0; : : : ; SM−1; S enjoys conditions
(12) and (19):
(1) K(S) ⊆ {oT ∈ SC : T ¡ S is in -step} ∪ {0} (12)
(2) For a non-zero $; $∈K(S) i= there exists a T¡S such that T is in -step,
$=oT and ∀U [T¡U6S⇒ $+ 26rk(U )].
(3) ∀i ¡ ;∀n ∈ !∀$ ¡ #[| Wbi($; n)|S = 0⇒ ∃T ¡ S{eT ≡ Wbi($; n;T )}]: (19)
Proof. Let T := SM−1.
(1) K(S)⊆K(T ) unless Cr(T ) is a (Cl). Suppose T is in -step. Then K(S)⊆K(T )
∪{SC(oT )} with the H-ordinal oT . By Proposition 9.3 we have SC(oT )⊆K(T ). We
are done.
(2) is seen easily.
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(3) Let e≡ Wbi($; n) for some i¡;, $¡# and n∈!. If |e|T =0, then IH yields the
assertion. By rk(e)6$+ 1¡# and e ≡ yj:|Cj[I¡!; m; yj]|T for any j¡<, ! and m, it
must be the case when eT ≡ Wbi($; n;T ).
Lemma 9.32. Let T¡S in the H-process.
(1) (e; v)∈T & rk(e)6min{rk(U ) : T¡U6S}⇒∃u6Av[(e; u)∈ S].
(2) (e; v)∈T & rk(e)¡min{rk(U ) : T¡U6S}⇒ (e; v)∈ S.
(3) If ∃$∈ SC|#[(K(T )∪K(S))¡$6min{rk(U ) : T¡U6S}], then Pos(T )=
Pos(S).
Proof. (1) and (2). These follow from Lemma 2.10(1).
(3) Pos(T )⊆Pos(S) follows from Lemma 9.32(2). Conversely assume e≡ n∈ I ! is
in Pos(S). Let U6S denote the 2rst substitution such that e∈Pos(W ) for any W with
U6W6S. Then rk(U )= 3! + 2 by the de2nition of the H-process. If T¡U , then
SC(!)⊆K(S)¡$6rk(U ). This is a contradiction since $ is strongly critical. Hence
U6T and e∈Pos(T ).
Lemma 9.33. Let S be a closed and nonsolving substitution. Assume S is not in
-step. Then rk(H#(S))¡#⇒ rk(H#(S))∈K(S) + !.
Proof. Put X :=K(S) + !. First assume that S is in -step, and put ! := oS . Then
rk(H#(S))= 3!+ 2∈K(S) + ! is seen from Proposition 9.3.
Next assume S is not in -step. Then rk(H#(S))= rk(eS). For an e occurring in the
set Cr⊆L(X ), e ,→S eS . By Lemma 9.8 we have eS ∈L(X ), and hence by Lemma 9.9
we have rk(eS)¡#⇒ rk(eS)∈K(S) + !.
Lemma 9.34. Let S and T be substitutions and S˜ the history of S, T˜ the history
of T .
(1) If T¡S and oT ∈K(S), then K(T )⊆K(S).
(2) K(S)¡oS =D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜)).
(3) Assume K(T )⊆K(S) and o(T˜ ;#)¡o(S˜;#). Then oT =D(o(T˜ ;#) + k(T˜ ))¡
D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜))= oS .
Proof. By simultaneous induction along ¡ in the H-process. Let K(S)= {C0¿C1¿ · · ·
¿Cn =0}. Each Ci(i¡n) except the least one Cn is the H-ordinal oUi of Ui¡S by
Lemma 9.31(1). Hence Ci =D(o(U˜ i;#) + k(U˜ i)) for the history U˜ i of Ui.
(1) Assume $∈K(T ) with $¿0. By Lemma 9.31(2) we have $=oU for a U¡T in
-step such that ∀W [U¡W6T ⇒ $+26rk(W )]. On the other hand by IH on Lemma
9.34(2) we have $¡oT . Again by Lemma 9.31(2). we have ∀W [T¡W6S⇒ oT +
26rk(W )]. Thus ∀W [U¡W6S⇒ $+ 26rk(W )], and $∈K(S) by Lemma 9.31(2).
(2) By induction on i6n we show Ci¡D(o(S˜;#)+ k(S˜)). By the de2nition (14) in
De2nition 9.22 we have k0(S˜)¡D(o(S˜;#)+k(S˜)). Let k0(S˜)= Cm, and suppose Ci¿Cm
and Ci =D(o(U˜ i;#) + k(U˜ i)). i¡m means o(U˜ i;#)¡o(S˜;#), cf. (13) in De2nition
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9.22. On the other hand we have K(Ui)⊆K(S) by Lemma 9.34(1) and oUi = Ci ∈K(S).
Hence IH on Lemma 9.34(3) yields Ci¡D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜)).
(3) We have o(T˜ ;#) + k(T˜ )¡o(S˜;#) by Proposition 9.14 and k(T˜ )¡#. By
Lemma 9.17(3) and k(T˜ )∈K(T )⊆K(S) we have max(SC(o(T˜ ;#))∪{k(T˜ )})6
maxK(T )6max K(S)= C0.
Lemma 9.34(2) yields C0¡D(o(S˜;#)+k(S˜)). Thus D(o(T˜ ;#)+k(T˜ ))¡D(o(S˜;#)+
k(S˜)).
Theorem 9.35. Assume that the H-process S0; : : : ; SM−1 = S is proper. Then S0; : : : ;
SM−1; SM =H#(S) is also proper except the correctness of SM when S is in -step.
Proof. By Proposition 9.29 and Lemma 9.31 SM is 2nitary and S0; : : : ; SM−1; SM enjoys
conditions (12) and (19). We show that SM enjoys condition (9) in De2nition 9.6 and
is correct unless S is in -step.
First, consider the case when Cr(S) is a (Cl) in -step. We show for the H-ordinal
!=oS de2ned in (7) of De2nition 9.1, A[I¡!; nS ] ,→S .
Let j := <(S)¡< with Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]] ,→S , m′= |yj:Cj[I¡!; nS ;
yj]|SM and m= |yj:Cj[I¡#; nS ; yj]|S .
We show Cj[I¡!; nS ; m′] ,→S .
If m=m′, then we are done by the de2nition (7) of the H-ordinal !=oS , cf. Subcase
1.11, (8) in De2nition 9.1. Assume m =m′. Then by the de2nition (7)
we have m=0 and 0 =m′= |yj:Cj[I¡!; nS ; yj]|S . Hence by correctness we have
Cj[I¡!; nS ; m′] ,→S .
Second, consider the case when eS is an unbounded $:F . We verify the condition
(9) in De2nition 9.6 for SM (eS)= vS . vS = |tS |S for a closed O-term tS occurring in
the set Cr. Therefore SC(vS)⊆ S(O)⊆K(S)|#⊆K(SM ) by (9).
Third, consider the case when Cr(S) is a critical formula (I¡) and eS ≡ !(n) for an
!6#. Then SM (eS)= vS¡! and SC(vS)⊆K(S)|!⊆K(SM ) by the De2nition 8.3(3b)
of the H-value vS and rk(!(n))= 3!+ 1, Lemmas 7.1(3) and 7.1(4), and 2.10(1).
Hence condition (9) in De2nition 9.6 is ful2lled for SM .
Fourth, consider Subcase 2.11: Let k denote the H-value. Then ¬Bi[I¡$; n; k] ,→S 
& ¬Bi[I¡$; n; k] ,→S¡#  for a $∈ SC|#.
For any +¿$ we have rk( Wbi($; n))¡rk(l∈ I +), and hence {(l∈ I +;) : l∈!; $6+¡
#} ∩ (SM )¡# = ∅. In other words
$ ¿ K(SM ): (24)
Thus Lemma 9.5(1) yields ¬Bi[I¡#; n; k] ,→SM .
¬Bi[I¡#; n; 0] ,→SM ⊥ is seen similarly.
Next we show ¬Bj[I¡#; m; l]∧Bj[I¡#; m; 0] ,→(SM )¡#  for any ( Wbj(#;m;T ); l)∈
C(S). Let T6S be such that ( Wbj(#;m;T ); l)∈T and Pos(T )=Pos((SM )¡#).
We have ¬Bj[I¡#; m; l]∧Bj[I¡#; m; 0] ,→T  since T is correct. Therefore ¬Bj
[I¡#; m; l]∧Bj[I¡#; m; 0] ,→(SM )¡#  by (22), Pos(T )=Pos((SM )¡#). We are done.
Moreover condition (9) is ful2lled for SM even when S is in -step.
The remaining cases are seen from Lemmas 2.2, 7.1 and 2.5.
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9.7. Next steps in the relation #
In this subsection we examine what happens in the next steps H#(T );H#(S) to
-substitutions T; S when T # S.
Lemma 9.36. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two section in the H-process S0; : : :
such that T0 =H#(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜).
Moreover assume that for a p6min{k; j}, the following conditions are ful8lled:
(1) S˜p! T˜p with S˜p = S0; : : : ; Sp, T˜p =T0; : : : ; Tp.
(2) ∀i6p[Ti# Si] and C(Sp)⊆ Sp+1, cf. Subcase 2.11 in De8nition 9.28.
Then
C(Tp) ⊆ Tp+1 & C(Tp) A C(Sp);
and hence Tp+1# Sp+1 with Sk+1 =T0.
Proof. From ind(Sp)= ind(Tp) and Lemma 2.12(2) we see eSp ≡ eTp ≡ Wbi($; n; Sp)≡ Wbi
($; n;Tp) and k := vSp = vTp for some i; $∈ SC|#; n, where ( Wbi(#; n; (Sp)¡$); k)∈ Sp+1
with Wbi(#; n; (Sp)¡$)≡ Wbi(#; n; (Tp)¡$).
Claim 6. ( Wbi(#; n; (Sp)¡$); k)∈C(Tp)⊆Tp+1.
Proof. Namely, cf. (20), we show that (i; n)= (;(V ); nV ) for V :=pred(Tp; $). Let
U :=pred(Sp; $). Then by C(Sp)⊆ Sp+1 we have (i; n)= (;(U ); nU ). Thus it suFces
to show ;(U )= ;(V ) & nU = nV .
We claim that p¡k. If p= k, then we would have (eSp ; vSp)∈T0 and hence (eTp ; vTp)
= (eSp ; vSp)∈Tp by Lemma 9.32(2). This contradicts Lemma 8.4.
First consider the case S06U = Si for an i¡p. Then V =Ti, and hence ;(U )= ;(V )
& nU = nV by V # U & ind(U )= ind(V ) and Lemma 2.12(2). Next consider the case
U¡S0. We have for oU = $, $∈K(Sp) by Lemma 9.33 and hence $+ 26rk(S0). On
the other hand we have rk(S0)¡rk(Sp+1)= $+ 1 by p¡k. Hence his is not the case.
Thus we have shown C(Tp)⊆Tp+1. Hence ( Wbi(#; n; (Sp)¡$); k)∈Tp+1. This shows
Claim 6.
Claim 7. C(Tp)A C(Sp).
Proof. Let ( Wbj(#;m;U ); l)∈C(Sp) for a U6Sp such that ( Wbj(#;m;U ); l)∈U , Pos(U )
=Pos((Sp)¡$) and ∀W [U¡W6Sp⇒ rk(W )¿$].
First consider the case S06U . By V # U we have ( Wbj(#;m;V ); l′)∈V for an
l′6Al. Note that we have Wbj(#;m;V )≡ Wbj(#;m;U ) by V # U & ind(V )= ind(U ).
We show that V :=Ti does the same job to guarantee ( Wbj(#;m;V ); l′)∈C(Tp), cf. (22)
and (23). (23) follows from S˜p! T˜p.
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It suFces to show Pos(V )=Pos((Tp)¡$). This follows from
Pos(U ) = Pos(S0) ∪ X;
Pos(V ) = Pos(T0) ∪ X where X denotes the set:
m∈ I ! is in X iH there exists a W such that S06W¡U and (m∈ I !;)∈H#(W )\W &
∀W1(W¡W16U → rk(W1)¿rk(m∈ I !)).
Similar facts hold for Sp and Tp. Note that we have Pos(S0) =Pos(T0) only if Cr(Sk)
is a (Cl).
Next consider the case U¡S0. We have $¡rk(S0)¡rk(Sp+1)= $+ 1 by p¡k and
(23). Hence this is not the case.
Lemma 9.37. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two section in the H-process S0; : : :
such that T0 =H#(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜).
Moreover assume that for a p6min{k; j}, ∀i6p[Ti# Si] and S˜p! T˜p with S˜p =
S0; : : : ; Sp, T˜p =T0; : : : ; Tp.
Then Tp+1# Sp+1 and rk(Tp+1)= rk(Sp+1) with Sk+1 =T0.
Proof. Lemmas 2.12(2), 9.18 and 9.36 yield Tp+1# Sp+1 and rk(Tp+1)= rk(Sp+1).
9.8. The relation T˜ ≺ S˜ and the ordinal interpretation
The relation T˜ ≺ S˜ is de2ned as in De2nition 2.15 by replacing A by # and
ind(S) by ind#(S). Let
T˜ 4 S˜ : ⇔ T˜ ≺ S˜ ∨ T˜ ! S˜ :
Lemma 9.38. Let S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj) be two section in the H-process
S0; : : : such that min{rk(S˜); rk(T˜ )}¿#. Assume T0# S0. Then one of conditions (25),
(26) holds:
there exists a p ¡ min{k; j} such that ind#(Tp) ¡ ind#(Sp) &
∀i ¡ p(ind#(Ti) = ind#(Si)) & ∀i[0 ¡ i 6 p ⇒ rk(Ti) = rk(Si)]; (25)
ind(Tp)6 ind(Sp) & ∀i ¡ p(ind#(Ti) = ind#(Si)) &
∀i[0 ¡ i 6 p ⇒ rk(Ti) = rk(Si)] & Tp # Sp for p = min{k; j}: (26)
Proof. Put p := min{k; j}. Since min{rk(Ti); rk(Si) : 0¡i6p}¿#, none of {Si; Ti:
i¡p} is in Case 2.1 in De2nition 9.28 and none of {Cr(Si); Cr(Ti) : i¡p} is a (Cl).
Therefore the lemma follows from Lemmas 2.12(2) and 9.13.
Lemma 9.38 yields the following lemmas, cf. Lemmas 2.16 and 2.18.
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Lemma 9.39. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two section in the H-process S0; : : :
such that T0 =H#(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rk(S˜) and min{rk(T0); rk(T˜ )}¿#.
Then T˜ ≺ S˜.
Lemma 9.40. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two sections in the H-process S0; : : :
such that rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡rS and #6r= min{rS ; rT} with rS = rk(S˜); rT = rk(T˜ ). By
De8nitions 2.14 and 2.13 we have rk(T0)¡rT .
Let $ be an ordinal such that #6$6r.
Then T˜ ≺ S˜⇒ o(S˜; $)¿o(T˜ ; $).
10. The correctness and the relation T˜ ≺ S˜
In this section everything has to be proved simultaneously by induction along ¡ in
the H-process.
10.1. The correctness of -step
In this subsection the correctness of -step is shown.
Lemma 10.1. Let S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) be the history of S = Sk and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj) the
history of T =Tj such that both S and T are in -step.
Assume T0# S0 and Wb;(S)(#; nS) ≡ Wb;(T )(#; nT ). Then T˜ ≺ S˜. Hence oT¡oS if K(T )
⊆K(S).
Proof. By the assumption T0# S0 and Lemma 9.38 one of the conditions (25), (26)
holds.
If (25) holds, then T˜ ≺ S˜, cf. condition (1) in De2nition 2.15. Suppose (26) holds.
It suFces to show the following claim, cf. condition (1) in De2nition 2.15:
Claim 8. ind(Tp)¡ind(Sp) for p := min{k; j}.
Proof. Suppose ind(Tp)= ind(Sp) for p= min{k; j}. Then by Lemma 9.12 we have
|e|Tp = |e|Sp for any expression e occurring in Cr, and hence eTp = eSp ; Cr(Tp)=Cr(Sp).
Since one of Tp and Sp is in -step, so is the other. Hence ind#(Tp)=# · ind(Tp)=# ·
ind(Sp)= ind#(Sp), cf. De2nition 9.10. From min({rk(Ti): 0¡i6j}∪ {rk(Si): 0¡
i6k})¿# we see p= k = j and Tp =T & Sp = S. Therefore ;(T )= ;(S) & nT = nS .
Hence we would have Wb;(T )(#; nT ) ≡ Wb;(S)(#; nS). This contradicts the assumption.
This shows Claim 8.
Therefore we have shown T˜ ≺ S˜, which yields o(T˜ ;#)¡o(S˜;#) by Lemma 9.40
and hence oT¡oS by Lemma 9.34(3) if K(T )⊆K(S).
Lemma 10.2. Let S−1 denote a substitution such that eS−1 ≡ Wbi($; n; S−1) and rk( Wbi($;
n))= $+1 for a $∈ SC|# and i¡;; n∈!. Let T :=pred(S−1; $) and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj)
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the history of T =Tj. Let S0 :=H#(S−1). Then K(S0)=K(T ),
∀U [T ¡ U 6 S0 ⇒ rk(U )¿ $+ 1]: (27)
Proof. We have K(S0)¡$. First consider (27). We have $+1= rk(eS−1 )∈K(S−1)+!
by Lemma 9.33, and hence $∈K(S−1). Therefore Lemma 9.31(2) yields ∀U [T¡U6
S−1⇒ rk(U )¿$+ 1].
By Lemma 9.34(2) we have K(T )¡$=oT . Hence (27) yields Pos(T )⊆Pos(S0),
a fortiori K(T )⊆K(S0). Therefore K(T0)=K(T )⊆K(S0)¡$. Hence Lemma 9.32(3)
with (27) yields Pos(T0)=Pos(S0), a fortiori K(T0)=K(S0).
Suppose that Wbi($; n;U )∈dom(S) with rk( Wbi($; n))= $ + 1 for a $∈ SC|#, U6S
and i¡;; n∈!. Then for an S−1¡S one of the cases Subcase 2.11 and Subcase 2.12
in De2nition 9.28 occurs.
Main Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists a last substitution S−1¡S such that eS−1 ≡
Wbi($; n; S−1) with rk( Wbi($; n))= $+1 for a $∈ SC|# and i¡;; n∈!, and Wbi($; n;U )∈
dom(S) for H#(S−1)=U , cf. Subcases 2.11 and 2.12 in De8nition 9.28. Let T :=
pred(S−1; $) and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj) the history of T =Tj.
Assume that
(i; n) = (;(T ); nT ): (20)
(1) If rk(S)¡#, then S is the next substitution to S−1, S =H#(S−1).
(2) Assume S is in -step. Let S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) denote the history of S = Sk .
(a) S0 =H#(S−1).
(b) Wbi(#; n) ≡ Wb;(S)(#; nS).
(c) oS¡$.
Proof. Note that the assumption Wbi($; n; S−1)∈dom(S) implies
∀V [S−1 ¡ V 6 S ⇒ rk(V )¿ $+ 1]: (28)
By assumption (20) we have by the correctness of T and the Subcase 2.11 in De2ni-
tion 9.28
| Wbi(#; n)|T = 0 & Wbi(#; n; (S−1)¡$) ∈ dom(C(S−1)) & C(S−1) ⊆ H#(S−1) (29)
Proof of Main Lemma 1.1. Assume rk(S)¡#. Let S0 :=H#(S−1)6S. Suppose S0¡S,
and let V denote the 2rst substitution such that S06V¡S & rk(V+)¡# with V+ :=
H#(V )6S. Such a V exists since rk(S)¡#.
By (28) we have rk(V+)¿$ + 1. On the other hand we have rk(V+)∈K(V ) +
!=K(S0)+! by Lemma 9.33 unless V is in -step. This is not the case by $¿maxK
(S0). Therefore V is in -step, and V˜ =(S0; : : : ; V ) is the history of V . Then by Main
Lemma 1.2(c) we would have oV¡$, and hence $+ 16rk(V+)=oV + 2¡$. This is
a contradiction.
Proof of Main Lemma 1.2. Assume S is in -step.
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Proof of Main Lemma 1.2(a). We have S−1¡S0 & rk(S0)¡#. On the other hand
we have Wbi($; n; S−1)∈dom(S0) by (28). Hence S0 =H#(S−1) follows from Main
Lemma 1.1.
Proof of Main Lemma 1.2(b). By Main Lemma 1.2(a) and (29) we have Wbi(#; n;
(S−1)¡$)∈dom(S0)⊆dom(S). On the other hand we have Wbi(#; n; (S−1)¡$) ≡ Wbi(#; n;
S0) ≡ Wbi(#; n; S). Therefore Wbi(#; n) ≡ Wb;(S)(#; nS) follows from the correctness of S.
Proof of Main Lemma 1.2(c). Let oS =D(o(S˜;#) + k(S˜)). For the predecessor T =
pred(S; $)=pred(S0; $), we have oT = $=D(o(T˜ ;#) + k(T˜ )).
By Lemma 10.1, assumption (20), Lemma 10.2 with K(S)=K(S0) and Main Lem-
mas 1.2(a) and (b) it suFces to show the following claim.
Claim 9. S0# T0.
Proof of Claim 9. Let F := maxK(T0).
We show S0A rd(T0) with rd(T0)= (T0)¡F+! ∪ (T0)¿#. We have by
Lemma 9.34(2)
maxK(T0) + ! = maxK(T ) + ! ¡ oT = $: (30)
From (27) in Lemma 10.2 we see
∀U [T0 ¡ U 6 S0 ⇒ rk(U ) ¿ $] (31)
First we show S0A rd((T0)¡#)= (T0)¡F+!. By (30) we have F+!¡$. Hence rk(e)
¡$ for any e∈dom((T0)¡F+!). Therefore S0A (T0)¡F+! by Lemma 9.32(1) and
(31).
Second consider (T0)¿#. Assume (T0)¿# = ∅. Since rk(T0)¡#, T0 is the next sub-
stitution to a T−1 so that (eT−1 ; vT−1 ) = ( Wbj(%; m;T−1); l) for some j; %∈ SC|#;m; l and
(T0)¿# =(C(T−1))¿# by the Subcase 2.11 in De2nition 9.28. By (29) and Main
Lemma 1.2(a) we have C(S−1)⊆ S0. We show (C(T−1))¿#⊆C(S−1).
(C(T−1))¿# = ∅ means that, cf. Subcase 2.11 in De2nition 2.7, (j; m)= (;(W ); nW )
for W =pred(T−1; %).
Assume ( Wbk(#;p;U ); q)∈C(T−1) for a U6T0. We show ( Wbk(#;p;U ); q)∈C(S−1).
First we show (22), Pos(T0)=Pos(S0). By (30) we have K(S0)∪K(T0)¡$. This
together with Lemma 9.32(3) yields Pos(T0)=Pos(S0).
Next we show (23), ∀V [U¡V6S−1⇒ rk(V )¿$]. By (31) it suFces to show that
∀V [U¡V6T0⇒ rk(V )¿$]. We have rk(T0)= %+1 and ∀V [U¡V6T−1⇒ rk(V )¿%]
by condition (23) for T−1. Thus it suFces to see %¿$, which follows from Main
Lemma 1.2(c).
Thus S0A rd(T0) was shown.
Lemma 10.3. Let S and T be substitutions in -step. Suppose oS =oT . Then (;(S);
nS)= (;(T ); nT ).
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Proof. Let S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) denote the history of S = Sk , and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj) the history
of T =Tj. We claim
k = j & ∀i 6 k[ind#(Si) = ind#(Ti)]:
Then in particular ind(S)= ind(T ), and hence (;(S); nS)= (;(T ); nT ) by
Lemma 2.12(2) as desired.
We have max{k(S˜); k(T˜ )}¡#6min{o(S˜;#); o(T˜ ;#)}. Hence by D(o(S˜;#) +
k(S˜))=D(o(T˜ ;#) + k(T˜ )), we have o(S˜;#)= o(T˜ ;#).
We show the assertion by induction on p := min{k; j}. If p=0, e.g., k =0, then
o(S˜;#)=!n(a) with a= ind#(S0) and 7=# + n, cf. Case 1 in De2nition 2.17.
While if j¿0, then o(T˜ ;#)=!mT (
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; rT )) for the decomposition T˜ = T˜0 ∗
· · · ∗ T˜lT (lT¿0) of T˜ and rT =# + mT = rk(T˜ ), cf. Case 2 in De2nition 2.17. This is
not the case by mT¡n. Hence j=0 and ind#(S0)= ind#(T0).
Next assume p¿0. Then o(S˜;#)=!mS (
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS)) for the decomposition S˜ =
S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜lS (lS¿0) of S˜ and rS =# + mS = rk(S˜) and similarly for o(T˜ ;#). Hence
mS =mT & rS = rT , lS = lT and o(S˜i; rS)= o(T˜i; rT ) for any i6lS since each o(S˜i; rS) is
additive principal and the sum
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS) is in Cantor normal form by
Lemmas 9.39 and 9.40. IH yields the assertion.
Lemma 10.4. Let S be a substitution in -step. Then
Wb;(S)(oS ; nS ; S) =∈ dom(S) if rk( Wb;(S)(oS ; nS)) = oS + 1:
Proof. Let i := ;(S); n := nS and + := oS . Suppose Wbi(+; n; S)∈dom(S) and rk( Wbi(+; n))
= ++ 1.
We have rk( Wbi(+; n; S))= + + 1¿K(S)=K(S0) and Wbi(+; n; S)∈dom(S0) by ∀U [S0
¡U6S⇒ rk(U )¿#].
Let S−1¡S denote the last substitution S−1¡S such that eS−1 ≡ Wbi($; n; S) by
(19). Let T :=pred(S−1; $). We have oS = +=oT . Lemma 10.3 yields (20), (i; n)=
(;(T ); nT ). By Main Lemma 1.2(b) we would have Wbi(<; n) ≡ Wb;(S)(<; nS). A contra-
diction.
Theorem 10.5. Let S be a substitution in -step. Then the next substitution H#(S)
is correct.
Proof. Let T :=H#(S), $ := oS , n := nS and i := ;(S). By Lemma 9.34(2) we have
K(S)¡$. Assume rk(yi:|¬Bi[I¡$; n; yi]|S)= $+ 1.
We have Wbi($; n; S) ≡ y:|¬Bi[I¡$; n; y]|S =∈dom(S)∪dom(T ) by Lemma 10.4. We,
then, have A[I¡$; n] ,→T  by Lemma 9.5(2).
From Theorems 9.35 and 10.5 we conclude the
Theorem 10.6. The H-process S0; : : : ; SM−1; SM is proper for any M .
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10.2. Consecutive sections and the relation T˜ ≺ S˜
In this subsection consecutive sections T˜ ; S˜ are shown to be in the relation T˜ ≺ S˜
under a mild condition.
Theorem 10.7. Let S0; : : : ; Sk ; Sk+1 be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : : such
that rk(S0)6min{rk(V ) : S0¡V6Sk+1}.
Then Sk+1# S0.
Proof. Consider the only non-trivial case. Namely assume that S0 is the next substitu-
tion to an S−1 such that eS−1 ≡ Wbi($; n; S−1) for some i; $; n and C(S−1)⊆ S0, i.e., the
Subcase 2.11 in De2nition 9.28 occurs. We have to show C(S−1)⊆ Sk+1. We show
by induction on k,
min{rk(V ) : S0 ¡ V 6 Sk+1}¿ #:
Then since any canonical expression e has rk(e) =#, this implies min{rk(V ) : S0¡V
6Sk+1}¿# + 1¿rk( Wbj(#; l)) for Wbj(#; l;U )∈C(S−1), and hence C(S−1)⊆ Sk+1.
Now suppose min{rk(V ) : S0¡V6Sk}¿# as the IH. We have eS−1 ∈dom(Sk+1).
Let V¡Sk+1 denote the last substitution such that eV ≡ eS−1 . If S06V¡Sk+1, then
we would have $+1= rk(eV )∈K(V )+!=K(S0) +! by Lemma 9.33 and IH. Thus
$∈K(S0)¡$. A contradiction. Therefore V¡S0, i.e., V = S−1. Main Lemma 1.1 yields
rk(Sk+1)¿#.
Theorem 10.8. Let S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj be two sections in the H-process S0; : : :
such that T0 =H#(Sk) and rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡min({rk(Si) : 0¡i6k}∪ {7}). Then
T˜ ≺ S˜.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.7, Lemmas 9.37 and 8.4.
11. Ordinal interpretation with countable bases: termination proof concluded
Let us de2ne an ordinal interpretation with countable bases.
Denition 11.1. Let S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk) be a consecutive series in the H-process with
Sk+1=H#(Sk). Then put
k1(S˜) :=
{
max{rk(S0) + 1; rk(Sk+1)} if rk(S0)¡#;
maxK(S0) if rk(S0)¿ #:
(32)
Note that [rk(S0)¡#⇒ rk(Sk+1)¡#]⇒ k1(S˜)¡#.
Denition 11.2. o(S˜; $) for $¡#.
Let S˜ = {Si : i6k} be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : : such that
rk(S0)6r:= rk(S˜).
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Let Sk+1 =H#(Sk) and $ an ordinal such that $6r & $¡#. Then an ordinal o(S˜; $)
is de2ned as follows:
(1) r¿#¿$: Then set
o(S˜; $) = D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜)) (33)
with the collapsing function D.
(2) r¡#: Let S˜0; : : : ; S˜l be the decomposition of S˜. Set o(S˜; $)= ?(−$ +
r)(
∑
i6l o(S˜i; r)).
Lemma 11.3. Let S0; : : : ; Sk ; Sk+1 and T0; : : : ; Tj; Tj+1 be consecutive series in the H-
process S0; : : : such that rk(S0)¡#6rk(S˜), rk(T0)¡#6rk(T˜ ) with S˜ =(S0; : : : ; Sk)
and T˜ =(T0; : : : ; Tj) and max{rk(Sk+1); rk(Tj+1)}¡#.
Assume o(S˜;#)¿o(T˜ ;#), o(S˜; $)¿rk(T0) and o(S˜;#)= o(T˜ ;#)⇒ k1(S˜)¿k(T˜ ).
Then o(S˜; $)¿rk(Tj+1) for any $¡#. In particular o(S˜; $)¿rk(Sk+1).
Proof. We have by k1(S˜)¡#, (32), Proposition 9.30 and Lemma 9.17(1) o(S˜; $)=
D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜))¿k1(S˜)= max{rk(S0) + 1; rk(Sk+1)}¿K(S0)=K(Sk)¿k(S˜)∈
K(S0). Thus the assumption for T˜ = S˜ is ful2lled.
Unless Tj is in -step, we have rk(Tj+1)∈K(Tj) + !=K(T0) + !¡rk(T0) + ! by
Lemma 9.33.
Assume Tj is in -step. Then by rk(T0)¡#, T˜ is the history of Tj, rk(Tj+1)= oTj +2
and oTj =D(o(T˜ ;#)+k(T˜ )) by De2nition 9.22, (15). Also SC(o(T˜ ;#)+k(T˜ ))6maxK
(T0)6rk(T0) by Lemma 9.17(3) and Proposition 9.30. Consequently o(S˜; $)=
D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜))¿oTj + 2 using Proposition 9.14 when o(S˜;#)¿o(T˜ ;#).
Lemma 11.4. Let S0; : : : ; Sk ; Sk+1 be a consecutive series in the H-process S0; : : : such
that rk(S0)6r := min({rk(Si) : 0¡i6k}∪ {7}) & rk(S0)¡# and rk(Sk+1)¡#. Let
S˜=(S0; : : : ; Sk).
Then for any $¡# with $6r,
(1) SC(o(S˜; $))¿rk(S0).
(2) SC(o(S˜; $))¿rk(Sk+1).
Proof by induction on k. Let S˜ = S˜0∗· · ·∗ S˜l be the decomposition of S˜ when r¡#. In
this case o(S˜; $)= ?(−$+ r)(∑i6l o(S˜i; r)) and ⋃{SC(o(S˜i; r)) : i6l}⊆ SC(o(S˜; $)).
Assume rk(Sk+1)¡#.
11.4(1). First consider the case r¿#. Then SC  o(S˜; $)=D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜))¿
rk(S0). Next assume r¡#. Then IH yields SC(o(S˜0; r))¿rk(S0). We are done.
11.4(2). If r¿#, then the assertion follows from Lemma 11.3. Next assume r¡#.
Then IH yields SC(o(S˜l; r))¿rk(Sk+1). We are done.
In De2nitions 11.5, 11.6 and Theorem 11.7, S˜ = S0; : : : ; Sk ; T˜ =T0; : : : ; Tj denote two
sections in the H-process S0; : : : ; and put rS = rk(S˜); rT = rk(T˜ ) and r= min{rS ; rT}.
$ denotes an ordinal such that $6r.
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Denition 11.5. T˜ !$ S˜ iH
T˜ ! S˜ &
[$ ¡ # & max{rk(S0); rk(T0)}¡ # ⇒ {rk(Sk+1) = rk(Tk+1) &
[max{rk(S0); rk(T0)}¿ rk(Sk+1)⇒ rk(S0) = rk(T0)]}] (34)
Denition 11.6. S˜ "$ T˜ .
We de2ne a relation S˜ "$ T˜ iH rk(T0)¡rk(S˜), Sk¡T0 & T0# S0 and conditions
(a)–(e) hold for some consecutive series S˜−1 = S−n; : : : ; S−1 and T˜−1 =T−n; : : : ; T−1
(n¿0).
By De2nitions 2.14 and 2.13 we have rk(T0)¡rT .
(a) rk(S−n)6rk(T−n)¡rk(S˜), Sk¡T−n and T−n# S−n.
(b) Both S˜−1 and T˜−1 are sections, S˜−1! T˜−1 and H#(S−1)= S0 & H#(T−1)=T0 if
n¿0.
Note that conditions (a) and (b) are ful2lled if n=0. In particular if T0 =H#(Sk), then
these are enjoyed.
(c) If rk(S0)¡#, then rk(T0)¡#.
(d) If rk(T0)¿# & $¡#, then n=0 & H#(Sk)=T0.
(e) If rk(T0)¡#, then max{rk(Sk+1); rk(Tj+1)}¡#.
Theorem 11.7. Assume S˜ "$ T˜ . Then
(1) T˜ !$ S˜⇒ o(S˜; $)= o(T˜ ; $).
(2) Let T ′ denote the 8rst substitution such that T0¡T ′6Tj+1 & rk(T ′)¡# if rk(T0)
¡#, cf. condition (e) in De8nition 11.6.
Assume the triple (S˜ ; T˜ ; $) enjoys the following condition (35):
max{$; rk(T0)}¡ # & rk(T0)¿ rk(T ′)⇒ rk(T0) ¡ SC(o(S˜; $)): (35)
Then
T˜ ≺ S˜ ⇒ o(S˜; $) ¿ o(T˜ ; $):
(3) T0 =H#(Sk) & T˜ ≺ S˜⇒ o(S˜; $)¿o(T˜ ; $).
Proof. By Lemmas 9.16 and 9.40 we can assume $¡#.
Theorem 11.7(1) is seen easily by induction on k except the case r¿#¿$, i.e.,
the case 1 in De2nition 11.2. Then by (33) we have o(S˜; $)=D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜)) and
similarly for o(T˜ ; $). The case is seen from the following Claim 10.
Claim 10. If rk(T0)¿#, then rk(S0)¿# and K(T0)=K(S0), and hence k1(S˜)= k1(T˜ )
= maxK(T0).
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Proof. Assume rk(T0)¿#. (c) yields rk(S0)¿#, and (d) yields H#(Sk)=T0. By
Lemma 9.17(1) we have K(T0)=K(S0), and hence k1(S˜)= k1(T˜ )= maxK(T0).
Claim 11. rk(T0)¡#⇒ rk(S0)¡#.
Proof of Claim 11. If n=0, then (a) yields rk(S0)6rk(T0)¡#. Suppose n¿0. Then
rk(S0)= rk(T0) by Lemma 9.37.
Suppose rk(T0)¡#. Then rk(S0)¡# by Claim 11. Hence by the de2nition (34) we
have k1(S˜)= k1(T˜ )= max{rk(T0) + 1; rk(Tj+1)}. Thus o(S˜; $)= o(T˜ ; $).
Theorem 11.7(3) follows from Theorem 11.7(2) as follows. Assume T0 =H#(Sk)
and max{$; rk(T0)}¡#. Then Lemma 11.4(2) yields rk(T0)¡SC(o(S˜; $)). Hence (35)
is ful2lled.
We show Theorem 11.7(2) by induction on k + j. Observe that k =0⇒ rS =7¿#
and similarly for rT . Assume (35).
Let Tj+1 =H#(Tj). Also let S˜ = S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜lS be the decomposition of S˜, and T˜ = T˜0 ∗
· · · ∗ T˜lT the decomposition of T˜ . Then Ski denotes the 2rst substitution of S˜i for i6lS ,
and Tji the 2rst substitution of T˜i for i6lT .
Claim 12. Assume rT¡#. Let T˜ = T˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ T˜lT be the decomposition of T˜ with lT¿0.
Then rT¡SC(o(T˜0; $)) for any $6rT .
The same holds for rS and the decomposition of S˜.
Proof. By Lemma 11.4(2) we have SC(o(T˜0; $))¿rk(Tj1 ) = rT .
Case 1. rS¿#¿$: Then by (33) we have o(S˜; $)=D(o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜)).
Case 1.1. rT¿#: Then o(T˜ ; $)=D(o(T˜ ;#) + k1(T˜ )). By Lemma 9.40 we have
o(S˜;#)¿o(T˜ ;#), and k1(T˜ )¡# by (e). Hence Proposition 9.14 yields
o(S˜;#) + k1(S˜)¿o(S˜;#)¿o(T˜ ;#) + k1(T˜ ). It suFces to show SC(o(T˜ ;#) + k1(T˜ ))
¡o(S˜; $). We have SC(o(T˜ ;#))6maxK(T0) by Lemma 9.17(3). Thus it suFces to
show K(T0)∪{k1(T˜ )}¡o(S˜; $).
First assume rk(T0)¿#. Then k1(T˜ )= k1(S˜)= maxK(S0)¡o(S˜; $) by Claim 10.
Next suppose rk(T0)¡#. Then T ′=Tj+1. First consider the case rk(Tj+1)¿rk(T0).
Then k1(T˜ )= rk(Tj+1) by De2nition 11.1. Proposition 9.30 and Lemma 11.3 yield
K(T0)6rk(T0)¡k1(T˜ )= rk(Tj+1)¡o(S˜; $).
Second consider the case rk(T0)¿rk(Tj+1). Then k1(T˜ )= rk(T0)+1 We have K(T0)
6rk(T0) + 1= k1(T˜ )¡o(S˜; $) by assumption (35).
Claim 13. Suppose rT¡#. Let T˜ = T˜0∗· · ·∗ T˜lT be the decomposition of T˜ with lT¿0.
Then for any i¡lT , T˜i+1≺ T˜i and T˜i"rT T˜i+1. Therefore o(T˜i+1; rT )¡o(T˜i; rT ) by IH.
The same holds for rS and the decomposition of S˜.
Proof. We have T˜i+1≺ T˜i by Theorem 10.8. T˜i"rT T˜i+1, i.e., (c) and (e) are ful2lled
since rk(T0)¡rT¡# and (e), rk(Tj+1)¡#.
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Case 1.2. rT¡#: Then case 2 in De2nition 11.2 occurs, and o(T˜ ; $)= ?(−$ +
rT )(
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; rT )) for the decomposition T˜ = T˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ T˜lT of T˜ with lT¿0.
By Claim 13 we have o(T˜i+1; rT )¡o(T˜i; rT ) for any i¡lT . On the other hand we
have T˜0≺ S˜ & S˜ "$ T˜0 by rT¡#6rS . IH yields o(S˜; $)= o(S˜; rT )¿o(T˜0; rT ). Therefore
o(S˜; $)¿
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; rT ). It remains to show o(S˜; $)¿−$+ rT . By Claim 12 we have
o(S˜; rT )¿o(T˜0; rT )¿SC(o(T˜0; rT ))¿rT¿−$+ rT .
Claim 14. Assume rS¡#. Then the triple (S˜0; T˜ ; rS) enjoys the condition (35) with
the decomposition S˜ = S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜lS of S˜, where lS¿0.
Proof. Assume rS¡#. Then we have o(S˜; $)= ?(−$ + rS)(
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS)), cf. the
case 2 in De2nition 11.2. Suppose
rk(T0) ¡ SC(o(S˜; $)) = SC(−$+ rS) ∪
⋃
{SC(o(S˜ i; rS)) : i 6 l}:
By Claim 13 we have o(S˜i+1; rS)¡o(S˜i; rS)¡# for i¡lS . Hence Proposition 4.2 yields⋃{SC(o(S˜i; rS)) : i6l}6SC(o(S˜0; rS)). On the other hand we have by Claim 12,
SC(−$+ rS)6rS¡SC(o(S˜0; rS)). Thus we have shown Claim 14.
Case 2. rT¿#¿rS¿$: Then o(T˜ ; $)=D(o(T˜ ;#) + k1(T˜ )) and rk(S0)¡rS¡# &
k¿0, and hence rk(T0)¡# by (c). On the other hand we have o(S˜; $)= ?(−$ +
rS)(
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS)) with the decomposition S˜ = S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜lS of S˜ with lS¿0. By
rS¡#6rT we have S˜0"$ T˜ , and either T˜ ≺ S˜0 or T˜ ! S˜0. If T˜ ! S˜0, then rk(Sk1 ) = rS
= rk(Tj+1)¡# by Lemma 9.37 and Theorem 10.7, and hence, cf. (34), T˜ !rS S˜0 since
max{rk(S0); rk(T0)}¡rk(Sk1 ) = rS .
Claim 14 yields condition (35) for (S˜0; T˜ ; rS). Hence IH yields o(S˜; $)¿o(S˜0; rS)¿
o(T˜ ; rS)= o(T˜ ; $).
Case 3. max{rS ; rT}¡#: Then k; j¿0, rk(T0)¡rT¡# and o(S˜; $)= ?(−$+ rS)aS ,
where aS =
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS) with the decomposition S˜ = S˜0 ∗· · ·∗ S˜lS of S˜, cf. subcase 2
in De2nition 11.2. Similarly o(T˜ ; $)= ?(−$+ rT )aT , where aT =
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; rT ) with
the decomposition T˜ = T˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ T˜lT of T˜ .
We have $6r= min{rS ; rT}, and o(S˜; $)= ?(−$+ r)(o(S˜; r)) and o(T˜ ; $)= ?(−$+
r)(o(T˜ ; r)). Therefore it suFces to show o(S˜; r)¿o(T˜ ; r). We have o(S˜; r)= ?(−r +
rS)aS and o(T˜ ; r)= ?(−r + rT )aT .
Case 3.1. rS¿rT = r: Then o(T˜ ; r)= aT =
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; r). We have T˜0≺ S˜ and o(T˜i;
rT )¿o(T˜i+1; rT ) for i¡lT by Claim 13.
We have $6r¡rS¡#. We claim the triple (S˜ ; T˜0; r) enjoys the condition (35). As-
sume rk(T0)¡SC(o(S˜; $)). We have SC(o(S˜; $))= SC(−$+r)∪ SC(o(S˜; r)). SC(−$+
r)6r¡rS¡SC(o(S˜0; r))6SC(o(S˜; r)) by Claim 12. Hence rk(T0)¡SC(o(S˜; r)).
On the other hand we have S˜ "r T˜0 by rT¡#. Hence IH yields o(S˜; r)¿o(T˜0; r).
Therefore o(S˜; r)¿
∑
i6lT o(T˜i; r)= o(T˜ ; r) since o(S˜; r) is an additive principal
number.
Case 3.2. rS = rT = r: Then o(S˜; r)= aS =
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; rS) & o(T˜ ; r)= aT =
∑
i6lT
o(T˜i; rT ), and all of o(S˜i; r) (i6lS) and o(T˜i; r) (i6lT ) are additive principal numbers.
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We see that one of the following subcases Case 3.21 and Case 3.22 occurs:
Case 3.21. ∃q6min{lS ; lT}(∀i¡q[T˜i! S˜i] & T˜q≺ S˜q): Then Lemma 9.37 yields
Tjq # Skq . We claim T˜i!r S˜i for any i¡q, cf. (34).
We have rk(Ski+1)= r= rk(Tji+1). On the other hand we have max{rk(Sk0 ); rk(Tj0 )}¡r
= rk(Sk1 ) with Sk0 = S0 and Tj0 =T0. Moreover for i =0 we have rk(Ski)= r= rk(Tji).
Thus T˜i!r S˜i.
On the other hand we have ∀i6q[S˜i"r T˜i] by rS = rT¡# and S˜0 ∗ · · · ∗ S˜i−1! T˜0 ∗
· · · ∗ T˜i−1.
Hence IH yields ∀i¡q[o(T˜i; r)= o(S˜i; r)] & o(T˜i+1; r)¡o(T˜i; r) for any i¡lT .
We claim that the triple (S˜q; T˜q; r) enjoys condition (35). Then IH with S˜q"r T˜q
yields o(T˜q; r)¡o(S˜q; r), and hence o(S˜; r)¿o(T˜ ; r).
First consider the case q=0. Then Tjq =T0. By Claim 14 we have (35) for (S˜0; T˜0; r).
Next consider the case q¿0. Then by Lemma 11.4(1) and (e) rk(Tjq)= r= rk(Skq)
¡SC(o(S˜q; r)). Thus (35) was shown.
Case 3.22. lS¿lT & ∀i6lT (T˜i! S˜i): We claim T˜i!r S˜i for any i6lT . By
Lemma 9.37 we have r= rk(SklT+1)= rk(Tj+1). The rest is seen as in Case 3.21.
Hence ∀i6lT [o(T˜i; r)= o(S˜i; r)]. Therefore o(S˜; r)¿o(T˜ ; r).
Case 3.3. rT¿rS = r: Then k; lS¿0 and T˜ # S˜0. Assume T˜ ! S˜0. Then rk(Sk1 ) = r=
rk(Tj+1) by Lemma 9.37. Therefore T˜ !r S˜0. Hence IH together with Claim 14 yields
o(S˜; r)= aS =
∑
i6lS o(S˜i; r)¿o(S˜0; r)¿o(T˜ ; r).
De2ne
o(S˜) := o(S˜; 0):
Theorem 11.8. The H-process S0; : : : terminates.
Proof. Suppose the H-process S0; : : : is in2nite and put rn = rk(Sn).
Inductively we de2ne a sequence {ni: i∈!} and ordinals 9i as follows. First set
n0 = 0. Suppose ni has been de2ned. Then put 9i = min{rn : n¿ni} and ni+1 = min{n
¿ni : rn = 9i}.
Observe that we can assume the wellfoundedness of {rn : n∈!} by trans2nite in-
duction up to D(!n(#!)) with 7=# + n, since rn¡#⇒ rn¡D(!n(#!)).
Finite subsequences S˜i =(Sn: ni6n¡ni+1) are sections with ni¡ni+1 & 9i69i+1.
We have by Theorem 10.8 S˜i+1≺ S˜i. Let p denote the least p such that 9p¿# if
such a p exists. Otherwise set p := 0. Then ∀i¿p[9i¡#⇒ 9i+1¡#]. Hence Theorem
11.7 yields an in2nite decreasing sequence of ordinals, vz. ∀i¿p[o(S˜i+1)¡o(S˜i)¡
D(!n(#!))].
Therefore the H-process S0; : : : for any given sequence Cr of critical formulas termi-
nates. It provides a closed and solving substitution, which in turn yields the
1-consistency of ID1.
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